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Liposomes are self-closed vesicles composed of lipid bilayer walls that have been widely used 
as models for cell membranes and drug delivery vehicles. One interesting research direction is to study 
the interactions of membranes with various ions, molecules and materials. Among them, metal ions and 
metal oxides are attractive because of their biological/technological significance and their unique 
coordination interactions with lipid headgroups. Previous studies reported in the literature focused 
mainly on electrostatic interactions, while more specific chemical interactions were overlooked. The 
primary focus of this thesis was to study the liposome interactions with metal ions and metal oxide 
nanoparticles (NPs) to provide insights into contributions of lipid headgroup chemistry. In my study, 
the main types of surface forces were probed, the effects of these interactions on liposome stability and 
membrane integrity were investigated, and general interaction models were proposed for each system.  
In Chapter 1, the relevant background knowledge on lipids and liposomes is introduced. The 
research progress in the literature of the interactions between lipid membranes and various metal 
ions/metal-containing NPs is reviewed. Most previous work focused on group 1A and 2A metal ions, 
such as Na+ and Ca2+, while the work on transition metal ions and lanthanide ions was much less 
frequent. In addition, SiO2 or glass surfaces were most widely used for interfacing with liposomes, 
while transition metal oxides were less explored. With this context, the motivation and goals of my 
research are described at the end of this chapter along with the outline of the thesis, and my research 
focused on transition metals, lanthanides and metal oxides. 
In Chapter 2, the binding of Zn2+ to headgroup-inversed choline phosphate (CP) liposomes was 
systematically studied and compared to standard phosphocholine (PC) liposomes. The CP lipid has an 
exposed terminal phosphate, which has a stronger metal binding affinity compared to the bridging 
phosphate in a PC lipid. Zn2+ caused significant aggregation, stacking, fusion, and transient leakage of 
the CP liposomes, while it had little effect on the PC liposomes. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) 
showed that the binding between Zn2+ and CP liposomes was endothermic and, in contrast, no heat was 
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detected by titrating Zn2+ to the PC liposomes. Negative stain transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
revealed multilamellar CP lipid structures attributable to Zn2+ sandwiched between lipid bilayers. A 
reaction mechanism was proposed and the stronger adsorption of Zn2+ with CP liposomes was attributed 
to the stronger metal binding affinity of the terminal phosphate. 
In Chapter 3, I studied the binding between Cu2+ and four types of liposomes: PC, 
phosphoglycerol (PG), phosphoserine (PS), and CP. Using a fluorescence quenching assay, I 
demonstrated that Cu2+ strongly bound to the CP and PS liposomes, while the binding with the PC and 
PG liposomes was much weaker. The membrane integrity of the PC liposomes was not affected by 
Cu2+, whereas liposome fusion and leakage occurred for the other three liposomes. Under TEM, Cu2+ 
stained all four types of liposomes with a short incubation time (< 1 min). In addition, the oxidative 
catalytic property of Cu2+ was inhibited by the tight binding of the PS liposomes. Finally, a model 
interaction for each liposome was proposed, with each liposome having a different metal binding 
mechanism. In combination with Chapter 2, I demonstrated that different metal ions interact with each 
lipid differently. 
In Chapter 4, liposome-directed growth of gadolinium/adenosine monophosphate (Gd3+/AMP) 
coordination polymer shells was demonstrated. First, the binding of a lanthanide ion (Gd3+) to the CP 
and PS liposomes was studied. Gd3+ binding did not cause significant liposome fusion, and no leakage 
for the PS liposomes was observed. Taking advantage of this observation, adenosine monophosphate 
(AMP) was added to crosslink Gd3+ on the liposome surfaces forming a Gd3+/AMP coordination 
polymer shell with the contents remaining inside the liposomes. The shell protected the liposomes 
against leakage induced by ZnO NPs but not against a surfactant molecule Triton X-100, suggesting a 
porous structure of the Gd3+/AMP shell. This work not only provides a simple method to coat liposomes, 
but also offers a fundamental understanding of liposome adsorption of lanthanide ions. 
In Chapter 5, the adsorption of nanoceria (CeO2 NPs, ~5 nm in size) onto PC liposomes was 
studied. CeO2 NPs possess different surface charges at pH 4 and pH 7.6. The CeO2 NPs were adsorbed 
by the PC liposomes at both pH’s, but different adsorption isotherms were observed. At pH 7.6, the 
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CeO2 NPs were nearly charge neutral and induced aggregation of the PC liposomes at all CeO2 
concentrations. At pH 4, CeO2 NPs were positively charged, and a restabilization in the presence of a 
relatively high amount of the CeO2 NPs was observed. The phosphate group in the PC lipid was mainly 
responsible for the adsorption, and the adsorbed CeO2 NPs could be displaced by free inorganic 
phosphate ions. The CeO2 NP-induced liposome leakage was attributable to a transient lipid phase 
transition, and the overall integrity of the liposome was retained. This study provides a fundamental 
understanding of the interaction between lipid bilayers and CeO2 NPs at a molecular level, which may 
offer insights into the interaction of CeO2 with cell membranes. 
In Chapter 6, to investigate a perception in the literature that cationic nanomaterials are more 
membrane disruptive, the leakage and rupture of lipid membranes by a few charged NPs were 
systematically studied. In this work, instead of solely using different materials for testing the effect of 
charge, we used the same materials and obtained different surface charges by adjusting the solution pH. 
A total of three types of liposomes, PC liposomes with saturated and unsaturated tails and PS liposomes, 
were tested with three types of metal oxide NPs, namely ZnO, TiO2 and Fe3O4. The adsorption and 
membrane leakage were carefully studied by varying NP surface charges, surface-capping ligands and 
solution ionic strength. Overall, this study suggests that charge alone is not the determining factor for 
membrane damage, but rather a strong interaction strength is key for membrane leakage. 
Finally, the conclusions of the thesis are summarized, and future research opportunities are 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Lipids, Cell Membranes and Model Membranes 
Cell membranes are of critical importance to both compartmentalize the interior of cells from 
the extracellular environment and to perform essential biological functions.1,2 Cell membranes are 
remarkably diverse in lipid composition; and the membrane surfaces associate with a large number of 
proteins; as well, the lipid molecules are fluidic thus continuously reorganize in lateral dimensions.3-5 
Due to the structure and dynamic complexity of cell membranes, model membrane systems, with 
precisely-controlled composition and properties, are desired to investigate fundamental interactions 
under well-defined conditions.6-8 Liposomes, which are closed vesicles with lipid bilayer walls, offer a 
powerful model system to study cell membrane properties. They have been widely used to study protein 
binding,9,10 lipid oxidation,11,12 membrane fusion,6,13,14 and lipid lateral organization.8,15 A full 
understanding of lipid membrane biological and physicochemical properties requires fundamental 
knowledge of lipid structure and dynamics. 
1.1.1 Structure of lipids 
A typical lipid molecule contains a hydrophilic headgroup and two hydrophobic tails. 
Biological membranes contain an astonishing diversity of lipids, with glycerol-based phospholipids 
being the predominant species in mammalian cell membranes. In these lipids, the glycerol hydroxyl 
groups are esterified with one phosphate headgroup and two fatty acid tails (Figure 1.1a). The charge 
of lipids and their chemical properties can be varied by changing the headgroup, while the hydrophobic 
tails mainly govern the lipid packing. 
Since the molecular cross-sectional area of the lipid headgroup is similar to that of the acyl tail, 
the lipid molecules can be modeled as cylinders with zero curvature. Such lipids can self-assemble into 
lipid bilayers in aqueous solution, with an approximate thickness of 5 nm (Figure 1.1b). The lipids can 
also assemble into other structures (lipid polymorphism), depending on the shape of the lipids.16 If the 
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cross-sectional area of the lipid headgroup is larger than that of the acyl tail, structures with positive 
curvature will form, e.g., micelles (Figure 1.1c). In contrast, if the cross-sectional area of the lipid 
headgroup is smaller, the formation of assemblies with negative curvature is favored, e.g., the inverted 
hexagonal phase (HⅡ) (Figure 1.1d). 
 
Figure 1.1 (a) Chemical structure of a typical phospholipid molecule. Lipid molecules with different 
shapes self-assemble into (b) lipid bilayer, (c) micelles and (d) the inverted hexagonal (HⅡ) phase. 
Figure (b), (c) and (d) reproduced with permission from ref (16). Copyright © 2004 Elsevier B.V. 
 
1.1.2 Lipid phase behavior  
1.1.2.1 Gel to liquid-crystalline phase transition 
The gel to liquid-crystalline transition temperature (Tc) is an important property of lipids and 
profoundly influences their packing and mobility (Figure 1.2).8,15,17 When maintained below Tc, the 
lipids exist in a gel state (Lβ), in which the hydrocarbon chains are fully extended in an all trans 
conformation, and the packing is highly ordered with a small diffusion coefficient. At temperatures 
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above Tc, the lipids change to the liquid-crystalline phase (Lα). In this phase, acyl chains adopt a gauche 
conformation with increased lipid lateral diffusion (Figure 1.2a). Generally, Tc increases with increasing 
carbon numbers in the acyl chains. For example, 1,2-dilauroyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DLPC), 
which contains 12 carbons, has a Tc of -2 °C. Adding two carbons to the tail, as in 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC), increases the Tc to 24 °C. In contrast, Tc notably decreases by 
including double bonds in the tails. For instance, 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC), 
with two saturated acyl chains, has a Tc of 41°C, while the Tc drops to -17 °C for 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), which contains cis double bonds. 
Permeability of the bilayer membrane is greatest at the Tc of the lipid (Figure 1.2).18,19 At Tc, a 
gel to liquid-crystalline transition takes place, creating boundaries between the two phases where the 
permeability is enhanced. Below or above Tc, liposomes can retain their contents well since the 
gel/liquid interfaces have been eliminated. 
 
Figure 1.2 (a) Schematic illustration of the lipid phase transition. (b) A calcein release curve of DPPC 
liposomes (Tc: 41 °C) as a function of temperature. Figure (b) adapted with permission from ref (19). 




1.1.2.2 Lipid phase separation 
Liquid-liquid (liquid-ordered/liquid-disordered, Lo/Ld) phase separations have been widely 
demonstrated over a wide range of lipid compositions. Usually, the presence of cholesterol is the 
key.2,8,15,17,20 On one hand, cholesterol exerts a fluidizing effect that imposes the lateral mobility of gel 
phase lipids. On the other hand, it exerts a condensing effect on liquid-crystalline phase lipids that 
increases the lipid packing and reduces the lateral mobility (Figure 1.3a).20 When a sufficient amount 
of cholesterol is added, both the gel and liquid-crystalline phase convert to a new phase, termed liquid-
ordered phase (Lo phase), which has an intermediate conformational order of liquid-crystalline phase 
and gel phase.2,8,17,20 When added to lipid mixtures, cholesterol has a favorable interaction with 
unsaturated acyl chains, facilitating the formation of “lipid rafts” with cholesterol-rich high-phase 
transition lipids (Lo phase) that float in cholesterol-poor low melting lipid bilayers (liquid disordered 
phase, Ld phase). By incorporating fluorescent dyes that selectively partition in Lo or Ld phase, the Lo/Ld 
phase separation can be directly visualized in giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) using confocal 
fluorescence microscopy (Figure 1.3b).21 The liquid-liquid (Lo/Ld) phase diagrams are well-established 
in model membranes of ternary lipid systems.22-24 In addition, the lipid raft hypothesis is highly relevant 




Figure 1.3 (a) Schematic illustration of the incorporation of cholesterol into liquid-crystalline phase 
lipids and gel phase lipids. (b) Confocal microscopy images of Ld/Lo phase separation in GUVs with 
different cholesterol contents. Dil-C18 fluorophore stains the Ld phase (red) and cholera toxin 
fluorophore stains the Lo phase (green). Scale bar: 10 µM. Figure (a) adapted with permission from 
ref (20). Copyright © 2014 American Chemical Society. Figure (b) adapted with permission from ref (21). 
Copyright © 2005 by The National Academy of Sciences of the USA. 
 
1.1.3 Different types of lipids 
A vast number of lipids have been identified in nature, and more are available through chemical 
synthesis. Figure 1.4 lists some common lipids. Phosphocholine (PC) lipids (Figure 1.4a and b) are the 
main constituents of the outer membrane of eukaryotic cells. They are highly biocompatible and are the 
most widely-used lipids in model cell membranes. The headgroup of PC lipids contains a phosphate 
and a choline group. Choline is a quaternary ammonium cation, and phosphate has a pKa lower than 
two showing a negative charge over a wide range of pH’s.27,28 Therefore, PC lipids are zwitterionic and 
overall charge neutral. Although PC headgroups are highly hydrated and possess strong antifouling 
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properties (e.g., resistant to protein adsorption),29,30 they can readily adsorb with many kinds of organic 
and inorganic materials via different interaction mechanisms.31,32 The phase behavior can easily be 
modified by changing the structure of the tails. As shown in Figure 1.4a, DOPC lipid, containing two 
carbon double bonds in the tails, has a low Tc of -17 °C, while DPPC lipid with two saturated acyl 
chains possesses a Tc of 41 °C (Figure 1.4 b). 
Phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) lipids (Figure 1.4c) are the second-most abundant lipids in 
mammalian cell membranes (~25% of total lipids). They are especially rich, in brain membranes, with 
an abundance of approximately 45%.33 PE lipids are also zwitterionic at biological pH. Compared to 
PC lipids that tend to form flat bilayers, PE lipids tend to form non-lamellar structures because of their 
negative curvature. As a result, formation of stable PE lipid bilayers requires the assistance of other 
lipids.34,35 
Phosphatidylserine (PS) lipids are found in a variety of cell types with only moderate 
abundance (5-10 mol % of total lipids); however, they are involved in important biological 
functions.33,36 PS lipids are asymmetrically distributed across the membrane bilayers with the inner 
leaflet is enriched with PS lipids. The flipping of PS lipids to the outer leaflet initiates blood clotting 
and cell apoptosis. A number of proteins interact particularly with PS lipids.37-39 The PS headgroup is 
negatively charged at physiological pH and contains several metal-binding ligands, such as amine and 
carboxyl groups. PS lipids are known to complex with many kinds of metal ions and metal oxides.40-42  
Although the majority of natural-occurring lipids are negative or neutral, positively-charged 
lipids can be obtained synthetically. 1,2-Dioleoyl-3-trimethylammonium-propane (DOTAP) 
(Figure 1.4e) is a positively-charged synthetic lipid containing trimethylammonium in the headgroup. 
On one hand, the cationic liposomes can interact with negatively-charged cell membranes, which 
significantly improves endocytosis.43,44 On the other hand, cationic liposomes affect immune responses 
and cell signaling pathways, which can be toxic to cells.45 
Headgroup-inversed lipids were first obtained via chemical synthesis by Szoka’s group in 
2012.46 Such lipids have an inverse headgroup charge orientation relatively to traditional PC lipids; 
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they are termed choline phosphate (CP) lipids (Figure 1.4f and g). DOCP (2-((2,3-
bis(oleoyloxy)propyl)-dimethylammonio)ethyl hydrogen phosphate) shows a negative charge at 
physiological pH. Because it contains a terminal phosphate group, strong coordination can happen with 
metal and metal oxides.47-50 By adding an ethane group at the terminal phosphate, a zwitterionic 
headgroup-inversed lipid, DOCPe (2-((2,3-bis(oleoyloxy)propyl)dimethylammonio)ethyl ethyl 
phosphate) (Figure 1.4g), is generated. Their blood circulation property is different from traditional 
zwitterionic PC lipids.51 
 
Figure 1.4 Chemical structures of typical phospholipids. (a) DOPC, (b) DPPC, (c) DOPE, (d) DOPS, 
(e) DOTAP, (f) DOCP and (g) DOCPe. 
 
1.1.4 Model lipid membranes 
The complexity of biological membranes has motivated the development of simple model 
systems with precisely-tailored geometry and composition.7,8,52 The most widely-used model membrane 
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systems are solid supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) and liposomes. The SLBs are lipid bilayers that sit on 
the solid support (Figure 1.5a). They are typically prepared by fusion of lipid vesicles from an aqueous 
suspension or by Langmuir-Blodgett transfer. Silica and mica are commonly used substrates, as they 
are hydrophilic, smooth and clean to support membranes with few defects. The lateral diffusion of the 
lipids is maintained by a layer of water trapped between the substrate and lipid bilayers.53 SLBs are 
robust, and allow a wide variety of surface-specific analytical techniques for characterization, including 
atomic force microscopy (AMF), surface plasmon resonance (SPR), and vibrational sum frequency 
generation spectroscopy (VSFG). One major disadvantage of SLBs is that targets might have 
unfavorable interactions with the underlying substrates. 
Liposomes are lipid vesicles made of lipid bilayers that disperse in aqueous solution (Figure 
1.5b). Soon after their description in the 1960s,54-56 liposomes received ever-increasing interest for both 
fundamental research and practical applications. They have been widely used in drug delivery because 
of their excellent biocompatibility, facile size and charge manipulation, and their effective 
encapsulation of both hydrophobic and hydrophilic molecules.57,58 Liposomes are also widely used in 
nanotechnology for templated synthesis and biosensors.59,60 Apart from these, liposomes, as closed-
volume containers, represent the simplest cell model systems to study membrane biology and 
biophysics.60 Understanding the interactions that occur at the lipid bilayer interface not only is of 
importance to understand cellular processes, but also benefits material science. In my work, I will use 
liposomes as a cell model to study the membrane interactions with incoming materials, since liposomes 
allow studies to take place in solution phase and avoid undesirable interactions with underlying 





Figure 1.5 Schematic illustration of structures of (a) SLB and (b) liposome. 
 
1.2 Liposomes 
1.2.1 Liposome classification and preparation 
Liposomes are generally classified based on their size and number of bilayers.57,61 Small 
unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) have a size between 20 nm and 100 nm, large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) 
possess a size up to 1000 nm, and GUVs typically have a size in the micrometer range which can be 
visually resolved using optical microscopy. Liposomes with more than one lipid bilayer are termed 
multilamellar vesicles (MLVs). 
The first described method for liposome preparation is the Bangham method.56 This method 
involves forming a lipid film by dissolving lipids in organic solvents, followed by completely removing 
the solvent. The films are then rehydrated with aqueous solvents. After rehydration, MLVs with a 
heterogeneous size distribution are formed (Figure 1.6a). Additional size reduction techniques are 
needed to generate homogeneous liposomes with controlled sizes. The extrusion method is commonly 
used to produce SUVs with defined sizes and distribution. This method involves multiple extrusions 
through a polycarbonate membrane (Figure 1.6b). The degree of size reduction depends on the number 
of extrusions and the pore size of the polycarbonate membrane. It is noteworthy that the extrusion 
processes need to be carried out above the Tc of lipids.57,62 Such a method allows uniform liposomes 
with a size of 50 nm to 200 nm to be prepared. Sonication is an alternative method to reduce the size 
of liposomes, but the drawbacks may include high temperatures and metal contamination. In addition 
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to the Bangham method, other methods have been also used to prepare liposome with homogeneous 
sizes, including reverse phase evaporation techniques, solvent injection techniques, and detergent 
dialysis.57 However, these methods may have remaining trace amounts of organic solvent, which can 
interact with lipids.  
 
Figure 1.6 Schematic illustration of (a) liposome preparation by the Bangham method and (b) liposome 
size reduction by extrusion. 
 
1.2.2 Liposome interfaces 
Liposomes can interact with a wide range of materials, including proteins, organic polymers, 
metal ions, and inorganic/organic NPs.9,31,63-65 Depending on the composition and surface properties of 
both liposomes and incoming materials, various interactions are possible. Some materials can simply 
adsorb on the liposome surface and stabilize the liposome structure (Figure 1.7a), while others may 
induce membrane disruption and content release (Figure 1.7b). With stronger interactions, lipid 
membranes can rupture and rearrange on the material surfaces to form SLBs (Figure 1.7c). In other 
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cases, liposome aggregation (Figure 1.7d) or fusion (Figure 1.7e) can be promoted upon interaction. 
Among a wide variety of materials, we have an interest in liposome interactions with metal ions and 
metal-containing materials. 
 
Figure 1.7 Schematic illustration of different interactions with liposomes: (a) adsorption and 
stabilization, (b) adsorption and membrane leakage, (c) the formation of SLBs, (d) liposome 
aggregation, and (e) liposome fusion. 
 
1.3 Interfacing Phospholipids with Metal Ions/Metal-Containing Materials 
The study of the interactions between lipid membranes and metal ions/metal-containing 
materials is important. First, naturally-occurring lipids contain many metal-binding ligands. Their 
interaction with metal ions in biological systems is ubiquitous. In fact, many essential cellular processes 
are regulated by binding of metal ions with membrane lipids, such as cellular signalling, membrane 
fusion and protein regulation.66,67 Second, interactions can happen through coordination forces, which 
is a unique ability for materials containing metal elements. Together with the diversity of metal centers, 
many distinct features are observed compared to materials without metals.68-70 Lastly, although many 
metals do not exist in biological systems, they have exceptional properties that are useful for drug 
delivery and bioimaging.71 Studying their interactions with lipid membranes is particularly important 
to predict their cytotoxicity.72 In addition, engineering these materials with lipids is an effective way to 
improve their biocompatibility and stability.73 
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Herein, we confine our work to the direct interactions between lipid membranes and metal-
containing materials. In other words, the lipids used have no further functional group modification, and 
the metal-containing materials are “naked” without surface-ligand capping. In the following section, 
we first briefly discuss the surface forces commonly encountered in the interactions with lipid bilayers. 
The interactions of lipid bilayers with metal ions and metal oxides are then reviewed. Finally, 
interactions with gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are introduced to illustrate adsorption-induced local 
gelation and its effect on membrane integrity. 
1.3.1 Interaction forces 
1.3.1.1 Van der Waals forces 
Van der Waals forces are the most ubiquitous nanoscale interactions that originate from dipole 
interactions between atoms or molecules.74 Three components contribute to van der Waals forces: 
1) Keesom interactions, the interactions between two permanent dipoles, 2) Debye interactions, the 
dipole-induced dipole interactions, and 3) London dispersion interactions, the interactions between two 
instantaneous dipoles. The van der Waals interactions between atoms/molecules may be expressed by 
the well-known formula 
Wvdw(r) = -Cvdw/r6 
where r is the distance between atoms/molecules and, Cvdw = CKeesom + CDebye + CLondon, which accounts 
for the three above-mentioned van der Waals components. Between molecules, the van der Waals 
energy decreases steeply with 1/r6. The van der Waals forces between similar materials are always 
attractive, and larger van der Waals forces are characterized by a larger Hamaker constant. For the 




1.3.1.2 Electrostatic forces 
Liposomes can easily interact via electrostatic interactions since the lipid headgroup can be 
positive, negative and zwitterionic. Zwitterionic liposomes are always used to minimize electrostatic 
interactions. Attractive forces are generated when oppositely-charged liposomes and materials are 
mixed. A well-known example is the adsorption of negative nucleic acids by cationic liposomes, which 
is widely used in gene therapy.44  
Electrostatic repulsion arises when liposomes are mixed with NPs bearing the same surface 
charge. Such repulsion is the result of electrostatic double layer forces (Figure 1.8a). When charged 
surfaces are dispersed in aqueous solution, the charged electrolyte forms an electrostatic double layer 
with a compact Helmholtz layer and a loosely packed diffusion layer.75 When approaching each other, 
electrostatic double layers overlap, resulting in a repulsive force. The Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-
Overbeek (DLVO) theory, which describes the sum of the attractive van der Waals forces and repulsive 
electrostatic double layer forces, has been established to quantitatively predict the interactions between 
dispersed particles (Figure 1.8b).75,76 The overall repulsion force is important for colloidal stability. 
However, it sometimes prevents two particles from getting close, which hinders adsorption. Strong 





Figure 1.8 (a) Schematic representation of the double layer structure according to the Stern-Gouy-
Chapman (SGC) model. (b) DLVO theory. Figure (a) reprinted with permission from ref (75). Copyright 
© 2010 John Wiley and Sons. Figure (b) reprinted with permission from ref (76). Copyright © 2009 
Macmillan Publishers Limited. 
 
1.3.1.3 Metal coordination 
Transition metals and lanthanide metals have the ability to accept electron pairs from ligands 
to form coordination bonds. Lipid headgroups contain many ligands that are ready to coordinate with 
metal ions. For example, PS and PE lipids are good ligands for metal ions (see Section 1.3.2.2 for detail). 
1.3.1.4 Hydration forces 
When two hydrophilic surfaces are brought into contact, repulsive forces of approximately 
1 nm have been measured in aqueous electrolytes between a variety of surfaces, including mica, silica, 
alumina and lipids.78 Although the origin of hydration force is not well understood, such repulsive force 
has been attributed to the energy required to remove the water molecules from the surface.6,13 It has 
been reported that the repulsive hydration force must be overcome to induce liposome fusion.79,80 In 
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addition, the binding of several metal ions alters the hydration of the lipid molecules.81,82 Moreover, the 
surface hydration forces strongly influence lipid adsorption on metal oxide surfaces.83,84  
1.3.2 Metal ion binding to lipid bilayers 
The binding of metal ions with lipid membranes has been long studied. Extensive studies have 
been carried out on the calcium ion because of its biological relevance. Recently, the importance of 
transition metal binding with lipids has also been realized. Although they are present in a much lower 
concentration in the body, they may bind to lipids with higher affinity due to their coordination ability.  
1.3.2.1 Binding of Ca2+ with lipid bilayers 
The binding of Ca2+ with lipids is stronger compared to alkali metal ions (e.g., Na+, Li+ and K+) 
and other alkaline earth metal ions (e.g., Mg2+ and Sr2+).85-87 Ca2+-induced lipid membrane fusion is 
well documented.13,88-90 It is generally accepted that the presence of Ca2+ enhances lipid packing, 
induces lipid orientation and conformation changes, and causes dehydration of lipid headgroups.82,87,91-
94 It can also neutralize and cluster negatively-charged lipids.81,93,95 In addition to electrostatic 
interactions, Ca2+ binds to specific sites in the lipids. For instance, the binding of Ca2+ with phosphate, 
carboxyl and carbonyl groups has been reported.87,92-94,96,97 The binding affinity (characterised by Kd) 
of Ca2+ with lipids is usually in the millimolar range. Recently, with the successful synthesis of 
headgroup-inversed lipids, the effect of lipid headgroup dipole on lipid binding with Ca2+ has been 
studied.46,98 The effect of Ca2+ binding on headgroup-inversed liposomes of DOCPe and DOCP is 
different compared to traditional zwitterionic DOPC and negatively-charged DOPS and DOPA. Ca2+ 
causes a slower DOCP aggregation compared to DOPS and DOPA. In addition, a plateau effect at 
higher Ca2+ concentrations was observed for DOCP, which was absent with DOPS and DOPA 
(Figure 1.9a). For zwitterionic liposomes, the binding of Ca2+ increased the DOPC surface potential to 




Figure 1.9 (a) The aggregation rates of anionic liposomes induced by Ca2+. (b) ξ-potential of 
zwitterionic liposomes in the presence of Ca2+. Figures reprinted with permission from ref (46). 
Copyright © 2012 American Chemical Society. 
 
1.3.2.2 Binding of transition metal ions with lipid bilayers 
Transition metal ions usually bind to lipids stronger than Ca2+. While electrostatic interactions 
exist, coordination interactions play an additional important role. Cremer’s group studied the binding 
of Cu2+ with PS and PE lipids supported on a silica surface (Figure 1.10).40,41,99 Using a fluorescence 
quenching method, they demonstrated that the Cu2+ tightly bound to PE lipids.99 At physiological pH, 
the apparent equilibrium dissociation constant, KDAPP, was approximately 2 µM, and it was insensitive 
to the PE content in the membrane. The KDAPP significantly decreased when the pH was increased to 10 
(Figure 1.10a) and also changed as a function of PE content (Figure 1.10b), with 10 µM for SLBs 
containing 1 mol % DOPE and 150 nM for SLBs containing 70 mol % DOPE. The tightening at pH 10 
was because PE has an intrinsic pKa of 9.6; thus, PE lipids bear a negative charge at pH 10. As such, 
the interfacial charge increased with PE content, resulting in an increase in Cu2+ concentration at the 
membrane surface. The binding was believed to happen between the Cu2+ and the amine group in PE 
(Figure 1.10c). Once bound, Cu2+ participated in Fenton-like chemistry to produce hydroxyl 
radicals/superoxide, which enhanced the oxidation of double bonds in the lipid tails (Figure 1.10d). The 
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oxidation rate was 8.2 times faster for bilayers containing 70 mol % PE than pure PC bilayers upon 
exposure to 70 µM Cu2+ and 10 mM hydrogen peroxide. 
 
Figure 1.10 (a) Normalized fluorescence of SLBs in the presence of Cu2+ from pH 7.0 to 10.0. (b) 
Normalized fluorescence of SLBs containing 0 to 70 mol % DOPE at pH 10.0. (c) Cu2+ binds to the 
amine on two PE lipids, forming a bivalent complex with a net-neutral charge. (d) Schematic illustration 
of lipid oxidation enhanced by Cu2+ binding. Figures adapted with permission from ref (99). Copyright 
© 2016 American Chemical Society. 
 
Compared to the binding to PE lipids, Cu2+ binds to PS lipids even stronger.40,41 The KDAPP is 
down to the pM region, which is nearly 5 orders of magnitude tighter than that of Cu2+-PE under the 
same conditions. This tighter binding was attributed to the unquenchable surface potential of PS-
containing surfaces.41 This was because the binding of Cu2+ with the amine group releases two protons, 
making them still negatively charged after binding (Figure 1.11b). Such unquenchable surface potential 
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increases the Cu2+ concentration in the double layer (Figure 1.11a). In contrast, when bound to the 
above-mentioned PE lipids, the net charge of Cu2+-PE is zero (Figure 1.10c). In addition, Cu2+ binds to 
PS lipids in a pH-dependent manner, whereas the Cu2+ is strongly bound to PS lipids at basic pH, and 
while dissociation occurs when the pH is lowered.40 These studies provide molecular information of 
Cu2+ binding to lipids. However, they were carried out using SLBs; the effects of metal binding on 
membrane aggregation and integrity were not studied. In our study, we used liposomes to investigate 
these effects. 
 
Figure 1.11 (a) Schematic representation of the change of KDapp with PS density in SLBs. (b) Cu2+ binds 
to the amine and carboxylate of two PS lipids to form a bivalent complex with a net charge of -2. Figure 
(a) adapted with permission from ref (41). Copyright © 2015 American Chemical Society. Figure (b) 
adapted with permission from ref (99). Copyright © 2016 American Chemical Society. 
 
1.3.3 Interfacing liposomes with metal oxides 
1.3.3.1 Metal oxides 
Metal oxides are important materials that display exceptional electrical, optical, and magnetic 
properties, making them promising candidates for a wide variety of applications.100 Their controllable 
surface structures make them ready to interact with other components. Once dispersed in an aqueous 
medium, the oxides become charged as a result of the ionisation of surface groups, with the charge 
related to solution pH. Using TiO2 as an example, it has a point of zero charge (PZC) of pH 5.8. At pH 




At a pH higher than 5.8, it is negatively charged: 
 
Since each metal oxide has unique surface chemical properties, they interact with lipid molecules in 
various ways. Early studies in the field focused on the interaction of liposomes with planar SiO2 
surfaces. Inspired by this, studies have been carried out on planar TiO2 surfaces. Most recently, the 
interactions of liposomes with nanosized TiO2 have been investigated. 
1.3.3.2 Interfacing liposomes with planar oxide surfaces 
The initial work centered on the interactions of PC liposomes with SiO2 surfaces.53,101 Strictly 
speaking, SiO2 is not a metal oxide, but the study of it provides an important fundamental understanding 
of and comparison to metal oxides. The general agreement is that PC liposomes can adsorb and fuse 
with SiO2 surfaces forming SLBs. The interactions between PC lipids and SiO2 surfaces are considered 
to involve van der Waals forces.31 In this process, the balance between the adhesion energy and the 
curvature energy determines the liposome deformation and fusion. The importance of cooperative 
effects of neighboring vesicles has been demonstrated, whereas the liposomes need critical coverage to 
form SLBs, below which the liposomes are adsorbed intact.102,103 Electrostatic forces, which can be 
modulated by ionic strength, solution pH, and divalent metals, provide an extra contribution on top of 
the attractive van der Waals forces to facilitate PC liposomes fusion on SiO2.104,105 The PC headgroup 
and SiO2 surfaces are not directly attached; instead, they are separated by a thin water layer (~ 1 nm). 
Thus, the fluidity of SLBs is largely maintained. 
Later research interests changed to TiO2 surfaces because of their excellent biocompatibility. 
In comparison to SiO2, liposome fusion with TiO2 is generally considered difficult. Early work reported 
that PC liposomes adsorbed intact on TiO2 surfaces without rupture, even in the presence of Ca2+.106,107 
While later research demonstrated that with a high liposome concentration and a long incubation time, 
PC liposomes could form bilayers on TiO2 that were similar to those on SiO2, and the interaction energy 
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was 20-fold higher than on SiO2. In other methods, PC liposome fusion could occur below pH 4.108,109 
It was proposed that van der Waals forces were not strong enough to rupture liposomes on the TiO2 
surface, and additional electrostatic interactions were needed, which could be generated at pH below 
the pKa of TiO2.109 Besides the zwitterionic PC liposomes, the fusion of negatively-charged liposomes 
with TiO2 could occur in the presence of Ca2+.101,110  
1.3.3.3 Interfacing liposomes with metal oxide NPs 
1.3.3.3.1 PC liposomes adsorb intact on TiO2 NPs via chemical interactions 
The adsorption of DOPC liposomes on TiO2 NPs has been studied by Liu’s group.111 Instead 
of van der Waals force-driven SiO2/DOPC adsorption, a strong chemisorption mechanism was 
proposed based on several different observations for DOPC adsorption on TiO2 compared to SiO2.111 
First, the amount of adsorbed DOPC on TiO2 is insensitive to ionic strength, but the adsorption by SiO2 
is promoted by NaCl. Second, TiO2 adsorption is pH-dependent, in which the adsorption is significantly 
weakened at a pH higher than the PZC (pH 6.8), but SiO2 retained adsorption capacity even at pH 11. 
The high pH only provided a kinetic barrier for TiO2 adsorption, because once adsorbed, the stability 
of the hybrid materials was not affected by raising the pH. Lastly, phosphate inhibited DOPC adsorption 
on TiO2 but not on SiO2. Based on these observations, the formation of a covalent bond between lipid 
phosphates and Ti centers via nucleophilic attack was proposed (Figure 1.12e). Cryogenic-TEM (Cryo-
TEM) showed DOPC adsorbed on TiO2 NPs as intact liposomes (Figure 1.12f), while the adsorption 
on SiO2 resulted in SLBs (Figure 1.12c). The lack of SLB formation was attributed to the strong steric 




Figure 1.12 (a) Schematic illustration, (b) proposed interaction mechanism, and (c) cryo-TEM 
micrograph of DOPC liposomes interacting with SiO2 NPs. (d) Schematic illustration, (e) proposed 
interaction mechanism, and (f) cryo-TEM micrograph of DOPC liposomes interacting with TiO2 NPs. 
Figures adapted with permission from ref (111). Copyright © 2014 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 
KGaA, Weinheim. 
 
1.3.3.3.2 CP and PS liposomes form SLBs on TiO2 NPs 
Inspired by the hypothesis that the lack of DOPC fusion on TiO2 at neutral pH is due to the 
steric effect of the choline group, the interaction of TiO2 with headgroup-inversed DOCP liposomes 
was studied (Figure 1.13).47,49 DOCP has a directly exposed phosphate; thus, in this way, the steric 
effect is eliminated. The difference between DOPC and DOCP was first observed in a calcein leakage 
test. When using calcein loaded DOPC liposomes, adding TiO2 did not cause leakage from the 
liposomes (Figure 1.13f). In comparison, TiO2 leaked DOCP liposomes upon mixing (Figure 1.13g), 
suggesting that liposome rupture might take place. Indeed, the presence of supported DOCP bilayers 
surrounding the TiO2 surfaces was confirmed using cryo-TEM (Figure 1.13d). The generation of such 
features was attributed to the stronger interactions of TiO2 with the terminal phosphate and the absence 
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of steric effects from the choline group (Figure 1.13b). The formation of DOCP SLBs on TiO2 could 
occur between pH 3 and pH 10.42 In addition to DOCP liposomes, the negatively-charged DOPS 
liposomes can also form SLBs on TiO2 in the same pH range (Figure 1.13e).42 This was attributed to 
the coordinating ability of serine groups. The carboxyl group was believed to be involved in bonding 
with TiO2 NPs (Figure 1.13c). 
 
Figure 1.13 (a) Schematic illustration of (b) DOCP and (c) DOPS liposomes forming SLBs on TiO2 
NPs. Cryo-TEM micrographs of TiO2 NPs interacting with (d) DOCP liposomes and (e) DOPS 
liposomes. Calcein-loaded liposome fusion tests when TiO2 NPs mixed with (f) DOPC liposomes and 
(g) DOCP liposomes. Figures adapted with permission from ref (47), Copyright © 2015 American 




1.3.4 Interfacing liposomes with AuNPs 
AuNPs are particularly attractive for nanotechnology because of their unique distance-
dependent color, tunable surface chemistry and high biocompatibility.112,113 AuNPs are featured with 
high inter-particle van der Waals forces (i.e., larger Hamaker constants), yielding low colloidal stability. 
Interfacing lipid bilayers with AuNPs has been extensively studied for both fundamental understanding 
and practical applications. Most studies used AuNPs capped by surface ligands.114,115 Although surface 
capping improves colloidal stability, the native AuNP surface is masked, which hinders interactions 
emerging directly from the Au core. Most AuNPs prepared in aqueous solution are capped by citrate, 
which is a weak ligand and can be readily displaced. Therefore, citrate-capped AuNPs are generally 
considered to be naked and are used to study the direct interactions between AuNP cores and lipid 
bilayers. 
1.3.4.1 Adsorption-induced local lipid gelation and gel/fluid interface merging 
The interactions of citrate-capped AuNPs with DOPC liposomes have been studied.116,117 
Citrate-capped AuNPs could be adsorbed and aggregated on the liposome surface. The adsorption did 
not rupture the overall liposome structure; however, it caused membrane leakage. Since the leakage 
also happened when AuNPs were removed or more AuNPs were added, local transient leakage was 
suggested. 
Together with the fact that liposomes leak their contents most rapidly at Tc and local lipid 
surface reconstruction reported by Granick’s group,32 a citrate-AuNPs adsorption-induced local fluid-
to-gel phase transition was proposed. In this model, the PC group is roughly parallel to the liposome 
surface. In the presence of negatively-charged NPs, the headgroup is tilted to favor interactions with 
the positively-charged choline, which reduces the headgroup area and induces gelation (Figure 1.14a). 
As such, DOPC lipids undergo a fluid-to-gel phase transition at the sites of citrate-Au adsorption, and 
leakage occurs during this transition; once the gel state is reached, leakage stops. Upon removing the 
AuNPs, the sites undergo a reverse transition, also resulting in transient leakage. This hypothesis was 
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further supported by the fact that no leakage was induced by AuNPs adsorption on DPPC liposomes, 
since they were already in gel phase and no phase transition occurred. Indeed, an increased Tc was 
observed, demonstrating the strengthening of DPPC lipid packing upon citrate-AuNP adsorption. 
Varying the PC liposome fluidity by using PC lipids with different Tc, Liu’s group also 
demonstrated a model of AuNPs merged on the surface of DOPC liposomes attributable to the local 
gelation of the fluid DOPC liposomes (Figure 1.14b, top). 117 Since the local gelation created fluid/gel 
lipid interfaces associated with a high interfacial energy, there was a thermodynamic driving force to 
merge the AuNPs to eliminate the interfaces or fluid/gel phase boundaries. In contrast, such merging 
was unfavorable in the gel phase DPPC liposomes since no fluid/gel lipid interfaces existed (Figure 
1.14b bottom). 
 
Figure 1.14 Schematic illustration of (a) AuNP-induced PC liposome leakage via a phase transition 
and (b) citrate-AuNP adsorption by DOPC inducing local gelation and emerging of gelled areas (top) 
and citrate-AuNP adsorbed by DPPC (bottom). Figure (a) adapted with permission from ref (116). 
Copyright © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015. Figure (b) adapted with permission from ref (117). 




1.3.4.2 Manipulating surface forces by capping the AuNP surface with various ligands 
The strong surface forces between PC lipids and AuNPs was proposed to be van der Waals 
forces.116,117 Such very short-ranged forces can be precisely tailored by surface capping of AuNPs with 
various halide ions, including Cl-, Br- and I- (Figure 1.15a).118 These halide ions have sizes of 3.34 Å, 
3.64 Å, and 4.12 Å, respectively. When mixed with DOPC liposomes, the color of AuNPs turned to 
purple, indicating aggregation. The aggregation was most extensive for citrate- and Cl--capped samples, 
followed by Br-, whereas the sample capped with I- aggregated the least (Figure 1.15b). This indicates 
that Cl--capped AuNPs had a similar effect to citrate-AuNPs. When the ligand size increased, the 
interactions decreased. I--capped AuNPs had the weakest interactions with PC liposome, which was 
also demonstrated by only moderate leakage and a Tc increase (Figure 1.15c and d). Furthermore, the 
interactions between AuNPs and PC were totally blocked by coating the AuNPs with larger molecules 
greater than 10 Å. This work demonstrates that surface ligand capping has a strong influence on 
interactions with lipid bilayers. 
 
Figure 1.15 (a) Schematic of DOPC liposomes adsorbing AuNPs coated with various halides. (b) 
Photographs of AuNPs capped by various ligands before and after adding DOPC liposomes. (c) Calcein 
leakage tests of DOPC liposomes after adding various AuNPs. (d) Differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC) traces of DPPC liposomes after mixing with various AuNPs. Figures adapted with permission 
from ref (118). Copyright © 2018 American Chemical Society. 
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1.4 Research Goals and Thesis Outline 
Previous studies have shown that the association of metal ions/metal-containing materials with 
lipid bilayers significantly alters lipid bilayer constructions and their physicochemical properties. The 
majority of previous studies have focused on electrostatic interactions, while chemical interactions were 
overlooked. Because lipid molecules have versatile headgroup chemistry and metals possess unique 
coordination interactions, chemical interactions between them are inevitable. Focusing on their 
chemical structure may provide a molecular-level understanding of their interactions. Therefore, the 
primary focus of this thesis is to study the interactions between lipid bilayers and metal ions/metal 
oxides, with particular attention to chemical interactions. The metal ions studied mainly include 
transition metal ions and lanthanide metal ions due to their strong coordination ability. The metal oxides 
studied include TiO2, ZnO, CeO2 and Fe3O4 NPs, which were chosen for their biotechnological 
relevance. The goals of this thesis include: 1) studying the adsorption mechanisms, 2) identifying the 
surface forces, 3) investigating the membrane integrity, and 4) proposing general interaction models. 
The thesis consists of seven chapters. 
Chapters 2 and 3 focus on the interactions of liposomes with transition metal ions. In Chapter 
2, Zn2+ binding with headgroup-inversed CP liposomes is studied and compared to PC liposomes. The 
irreversible aggregation, stacking, and leakage of CP liposomes induced by Zn2+ was demonstrated, 
while no such behavior was observed with DOPC liposomes. The binding of Zn2+ to CP liposomes and 
PC liposomes was also studied using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). This work highlights the 
function of the terminal phosphate group in metal binding in liposomes. Chapter 3 describes Cu2+ 
binding to liposomes with four types of headgroups, PC, phosphoglycerol (PG), PS and CP. The binding 
was studied using a fluorescence quenching method. Membrane integrity was studied using dynamic 
light scattering (DLS), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and calcein leakage assays. In addition, 
we demonstrated that Cu2+ stained individual liposomes with a short incubation time under TEM. It 
was found that the oxidative catalytic property of Cu2+ was inhibited by the tight binding of PS 
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liposomes. Finally, we proposed a model for the interactions of Cu2+ with each liposome. In 
combination with Chapter 2, we demonstrated that different metal ions interact with each lipid 
differently, so it is worthwhile to consider each case individually.  
In Chapter 4, the growth of a nucleotide lanthanide coordination polymer shell on liposomes is 
demonstrated. First, the interactions of Gd3+ with CP and PS liposomes were studied systematically, 
including the surface potential and membrane integrity. With the conclusion that Gd3+ binding has no 
disruption on the PS membrane, a Gd3+/AMP coordination polymer shell was coated on DOPS 
liposomes. The improved stability toward larger ZnO NPs but not the small surfactant molecule Triton 
X-100 was demonstrated. This work not only provides a simple method to coat liposomes, but also 
offers a fundamental understanding of liposome adsorption with lanthanide ions. 
In Chapter 5, the interactions of nanoceria (CeO2 NPs) with PC liposomes are studied. The 
nanoceria adsorption isotherms were determined at various pH’s and ionic strengths using a 
fluorescence quenching assay. Calcein leakage, TEM and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
studies indicated that nanoceria induced liposome leakage because of a transient local lipid phase 
transition. This study provided biointerfacial information at a molecular level regarding the interactions 
of nanoceria and model cell membranes. 
In Chapter 6, the leakage and rupture of lipid membranes by charged metal oxide NPs are 
investigated. The perception in the field is that cationic nanomaterials can damage lipid membranes, 
while some reports suggest the opposite. To investigate this, instead of using different materials for 
testing the effect of charge, we used the same material to obtain different charges by varying the pH of 
the solution. By using calcein leakage assays to probe membrane leakage, we demonstrated that the 
charge alone is unimportant for membrane leakage; rather, the key is the interaction strength.  
Chapter 7 describes the conclusions from each chapter, the original contributions of this 
research, and recommendations for further studies.  
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Chapter 2 Zn2+-Induced Irreversible Aggregation, Stacking, and Leakage 
of Choline Phosphate Liposomes 
The results presented in this chapter have been published as: 
Yibo Liu and Juewen Liu, Zn2+ Induced Irreversible Aggregation, Stacking, and Leakage of Choline 
Phosphate Liposomes, Langmuir, 2017, 33, 14472-14479. 
2.1 Introduction 
Cell membranes respond to ligand binding to allow cell signaling, endocytosis, membrane 
fusion and other biological processes.76,119,120 Most phospholipids can self-assemble to form liposomes, 
which provide an excellent model system for biological membranes.121,122 After loading drugs and 
fluorophores, stimuli-responsive liposomes are useful as drug delivery vehicles and biosensors.123-127 
While proteins and small molecules have been the most popular ligands to trigger reactions on lipid 
membranes, metal ions also attracted more and more attention recently.40,41,94,99,128,129 For example, the 
role of Ca2+ in promoting liposome fusion has long been documented,13,88 where Ca2+ brings liposomes 
closer and rearranges local lipids required for fusion.88 Ca2+ binding to lipid by electrostatic interactions, 
dehydration, and specific site binding.81,82,94 Such binding may rigidify lipid bilayers, reorient the 
headgroup, and cluster negative charged lipids.81,82,94 
Cu2+ was reported to damage lipids by generating reactive oxygen species (ROS).130-132 Cremer 
and coworkers studied metal binding to PS and PE lipids.40,41,99,133 They reported extremely strong 
binding between Cu2+ and PS lipids.40 The binding with PE lipids enhanced the oxidation of a lipid 
associated dye.99 Sasaki and coworkers synthesized lipids modified with a pyrene in the tail and an 
iminodiacetic acid in the headgroup. Metal binding affected the packing of pyrene for highly sensitive 
detection of Cu2+ and Hg2+.134,135 They further demonstrated self-assembly of column structures of 
stacked lipid bilayers by adding Cu2+.128 Metal ions may also induce liposome leakage. For example, 
Hg2+ strongly binds to PE lipids resulting in the leakage of PE-containing liposomes as demonstrated 
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by Lu and coworkers.129 Na+ binding to lipid membranes was studied by DLS and ITC.136,137 Finally, 
fluorescent ligands were also inserted in liposomes for metal detection.138,139 
Most of the above studies focused on serine, amine and carboxyl groups for metal binding. The 
phosphate group is ubiquitous in phospholipids, however it has been overlooked in most studies 
involving transition metals. A general perception is that phosphate is chemically inert, and only certain 
high valent metals can bind.140-142 The Liu lab recently emphasized the role of lipid phosphate in the 
adsorption of various metal oxides. For example, the phosphate in PC lipids can bind to TiO2, Fe3O4 
and ZnO surfaces.31,47,49,111 The phosphate affinity to these oxides was significantly enhanced by 
inversing the headgroup to make CP lipids,47,49 where the phosphate is fully exposed.46,143 This indicates 
that CP might be a stronger metal ligand than PC. In addition, the inversed headgroup enhanced the 
phosphate interaction with metal ions since terminal phosphate has stronger metal binding affinity than 
bridging phosphate.144 As such, we are interested in further studying its metal binding. 
Zn2+ is abundant in biology for cellular communication and the development of skeletal 
systems.145 Being a strong Lewis acid, Zn2+ is a common metal cofactor in many metalloproteins. 
Previous studies showed that Zn2+ could bind to negatively-charged PS liposomes, preventing lipid 
oxidation due to Fe2+ and Cu2+.146 In contrast, no such protection was observed with neutral PC lipids 
alone. Zn2+ might bind to lipid membranes via both electrostatic interactions and also Lewis acid/base 
interactions.147,148 Herein, we study the binding of Zn2+ to PC and CP liposomes, highlighting the 
importance of the phosphate groups. This work revealed CP to be a high affinity ligand for Zn2+, and 
various interesting nanoscale lipid structures were produced from such interactions. 
2.2 Materials and Methods 
2.2.1 Chemicals 
All the phospholipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). Zinc chloride, 
disodium calcein, Triton X-100, and phosphotungstic acid were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
Sodium acetate, magnesium chloride, calcium chloride, sodium chloride, ethylenediaminetetraacetic 
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acid disodium salt (EDTA), 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES), and 4-(2-hydroxyetyl)-1-
piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES) were from Mandel Scientific (Guelph, ON, Canada). Milli-Q 
water was used to prepare all the buffers, solutions, and suspensions. 
2.2.2 Preparation of liposomes 
Liposomes were prepared using the standard extrusion method.47,49 DOPC or DOCP (2.5 mg) 
was dissolved in chloroform. After evaporating chloroform by blowing N2, the samples were dried in a 
vacuum oven at room temperature overnight to fully remove chloroform. The dried lipid films were 
stored at -20 °C in a N2 atmosphere prior to use. To prepare liposomes, the lipid films were hydrated 
with 0.5 mL of buffer A (10 mM HEPES, pH 7.6 with 100 mM NaCl), yielding a lipid concentration 
of 5 mg mL-1. The resulting cloudy suspension was extruded 21 times through two stacked 
polycarbonate membrane with a pore size of 100 or 50 nm. To encapsulate calcein, the lipid films were 
hydrated with 100 mM calcein overnight followed by extrusion. Free calcein was removed by passing 
35 µL of the sample through a PD-10 column using buffer A for elution. The first 600 µL of the 
fluorescent fraction were collected. 
2.2.3 DLS and ζ-potential measurements  
ZnCl2 solution was gradually titrated to a DOPC or DOCP liposome suspension (100 µg mL-1) 
in different buffers all containing 100 mM NaCl (50 mM acetate for pH 5; 50 mM MES for pH 6; and 
10 mM HEPES for pH 7.6). The hydrodynamic diameter and ζ-potential were determined on a Malvern 
Zetasizer Nano ZS 90 with a He-Ne laser (633 nm) at 90° and 25 °C. The data were analyzed by 
Malvern Dispersion Technology Software 4.20. The ζ-potential was determined from the measured 
electrophoretic mobility using the Smoluchowski approximation. The hydrodynamic diameter was 
determined from the measured diffusion of particles using the Stokes-Einstein relationship. 
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2.2.4 Liposome leakage tests  
To monitor the leakage of liposomes, 3 µL of purified calcein-loaded liposomes were added to 
597 µL of MES buffer (50 mM MES 100 mM NaCl, pH 6) in a quartz cuvette at room temperature. 
The background fluorescence was monitored for 5 min before adding metal ions (typically 10 µL of 
10 mM metal ions). The fluorescence was monitored for another 25 min. At 30 min, 10 µL of 5% Triton 
X-100 was added to fully rupture the liposomes. Calcein was excited at 485 nm, and the emission was 
monitored at 525 nm using a Varian Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer. 
2.2.5 ITC  
ITC experiments were performed on a VP-ITC Microcalorimeter instrument (MicroCal). The 
samples were degassed to remove air bubbles prior to injection. DOPC or DOCP (100 or 50 µg mL-1) 
in 50 mM MES (pH 6) with 100 mM NaCl were loaded in a 1.45 mL ITC cell at 25 °C. ZnCl2 (280 µL, 
5 mM) or CaCl2 (280 µL, 10 mM) in the same buffer was titrated into the cell through a syringe (10 µL 
for each injection, except for the first injection of 2 µL). 
2.2.6 TEM 
TEM measurements were performed on a Philips CM10 transmission electron microscope. A 
10 µL DOCP (100 µg mL-1) and ZnCl2 (2 mM) mixture was spotted on a 230 mesh holey carbon copper 
grid, extra solution on the grid was removed by filter paper, and the sample was dried in air. To visualize 
the lipid bilayers under normal TEM, negative staining was performed. A 10 µL drop of 
phosphotungstic acid (2%, 6.9 mM) was spotted on the grid. After 60 s the extra solution was removed 
by filter paper, and the sample was dried in air before imaging. 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
2.3.1 PC and CP lipids 
In this study, two lipids with opposite headgroup dipole directions are used. The structure of a 
DOPC lipid is shown in Figure 2.1a. Its headgroup contains a negatively-charged phosphate and a 
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cationic choline, rendering an overall neutral charge. By flipping the headgroup, the resulting lipid is 
named DOCP (Figure 2.1b). Since its phosphate group is fully exposed, a DOCP can accept two protons 
with both pKa’s below ∼3.46 Therefore, at neutral pH, DOCP carries two negative charges and one 
positive charge, resulting in a net negative charge. It has been reported that headgroup-switched lipids 
show very different interactions with metal oxide NPs and circulation properties.47,49,51 The main goal 
of this work is to study the interaction between Zn2+ and these lipids, and a few other metal ions were 
also studied for comparison. 
 
Figure 2.1 Chemical structures of the (a) DOPC and (b) DOCP lipids, and their phosphate group 
binding to Zn2+.  
 
2.3.2 Metal-induced aggregation of liposomes 
The two types of liposomes were prepared by extrusion, resulting an average hydrodynamic 
diameter of ∼100 nm from DLS (Figure 2.2a). We first followed their sizes by titrating Zn2+. When the 
DOPC liposomes were mixed with Zn2+, no size increase was observed at pH 5 (Figure 2.2d), pH 6 
(Figure 2.2e), or pH 7.6 (Figure 2.2f), indicating the lack of aggregation of DOPC liposomes. The above 
experiment used up to 1 mM Zn2+ (Figure 2.2b). Even with 50 mM Zn2+, the DOPC liposomes still did 
not aggregate (Figure 2.2c). In contrast, when Zn2+ was mixed with the DOCP liposomes, the average 
size gradually increased from 100 to ∼300 nm at pH 5 (Figure 2.3a), to ∼700 nm at pH 6.0 (Figure 
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2.3b), and to over 1 µm at pH 7.6 (Figure 2.3c). This suggests that Zn2+ may bridge DOCP liposomes 
to form large aggregates, or it might lead to liposome fusion, or both. The same phenomenon was also 
observed when DOCP liposomes of 50 nm were used (Figure 2.3e), indicating the interaction was 
independent of the size of liposomes. 
Zn2+ has a relatively low solubility at high pH, and it might hydrolyze to form ZnO or 
Zn(OH)2.149 Since ZnO NPs can adsorb DOPC liposomes,49 the lack of size change for the DOPC 
liposome mixed with Zn2+ at pH 7.6 (Figure 2.2f) suggests the effect of ZnO precipitation should be 
minimal under our experimental conditions. As a control, we also measured the DLS size distributions 
of Zn2+ in buffers at different pH values (e.g., no liposomes, Figure 2.3f), and no signal was observed. 
Therefore, the observed size change should be due to Zn2+-mediated DOCP aggregation. 
We reason that protons may better compete with Zn2+ for binding to the phosphate at lower pH, 
and thus weaken Zn2+ binding, which may explain the smaller size change of DOCP liposomes at more 
acidic pH. The relatively narrow DLS peaks suggested that the bridging effect of Zn2+ was balanced by 
repulsive forces, and the system did not undergo extensive aggregation, which might be explained by 





Figure 2.2 (a) Normalized DLS size distributions of DOPC and DOCP liposomes at pH 7.6. (b) 
Average hydrodynamic diameter of DOPC as a function of Zn2+ concentration at pH 5, pH 6, and pH 
7.6. (c) DLS size distributions of DOPC liposomes with 20 mM and 50 mM Zn2+. Normalized DLS 
size distributions of DOPC liposomes with different amounts of Zn2+ at (d) pH 5, (e) pH 6, and (f) pH 
7.6. The liposome concentration is 100 µg mL-1. The buffer used are 50 mM acetate, 100 mM NaCl for 






Figure 2.3 Normalized DLS size distributions of DOCP with different amount of Zn2+ at (a) pH 5, (b) 
pH 6, and (c) pH 7.6. (d) Average hydrodynamic diameter of DOCP as a function of Zn2+ concentration 
at pH 5, pH 6, and pH 7.6. (e) Normalized DLS size distributions of DOCP liposomes extruded through 
50 nm pore-sized membranes with different concentrations of Zn2+ at pH 6. (f) DLS size distributions 
of 1 mM Zn2+ in pH 5, pH 6 and pH 7.6 buffer. The liposome concentration is 100 µL mL-1. The buffer 
used are 50 mM acetate, 100 mM NaCl for pH 5, 50 mM MES, 100 mM NaCl for pH 6, and 10 mM 
HEPES, 100 mM NaCl for pH 7.6. 
 
The above studies used each pure lipid. We also prepared liposomes using DOPC and DOCP 
mixtures. As shown in Figure 2.4, 20% DOCP behaved like pure DOPC and no aggregation was 
observed with Zn2+, while 50% DOCP aggregated by Zn2+. It appears that the density of the DOCP lipid 
needs to reach a certain level to have a synergistic effect. Otherwise, sparse individual binding could 
not support a collective behavior to trigger aggregation. 
This simple size measurement already has nontrivial implications. It suggests a specific binding 
between the phosphate group in DOCP and Zn2+, and Zn2+ can bridge different liposomes. On the other 
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hand, the phosphate in DOPC has a much weaker affinity for Zn2+. However, we cannot fully rule out 
the binding between DOPC and Zn2+ at this moment. 
 
Figure 2.4 Hydrodynamic diameter of DOPC and DOCP mixtures after adding Zn2+ and then adding 
EDTA in buffer (50 mM MES, pH 6, with 100 mM NaCl). 
 
2.3.3 Zn2+ binding followed by ζ-potential 
To further follow Zn2+ binding, we monitored the ζ-potential of the liposomes (Figure 2.5). 
With the extra charge on the phosphate group, free DOCP liposomes at pH 6 had a ζ-potential of about 
-20 mV, which increased to ca. -10 mV by adding 200 µM Zn2+, and little further increase was observed 
beyond that. This may explain the limited aggregation of DOCP liposomes in the presence of Zn2+ since 
the liposome remained negatively charged and repel each other even with saturated Zn2+. This is 
different from the PC or PC/PS binds to Ca2+ ions, in which their ζ-potential turned positive with excess 
amount of Ca2+.94 This might be due to a difference in the hydrolysis of these ions. Zn2+ bound water is 
more easily hydrolyzed to produce OH- groups to make the surface still negatively charged, while Ca2+ 
bound water is adsorbed as neutral water and thus keeping its positive charge. In comparison, the 





Figure 2.5 ξ-potential of DOPC and DOCP liposomes (100 µg mL-1 each) as a function of Zn2+ 
concentration in 50 mM MES, pH 6, with 100 mM NaCl. 
 
2.3.4 ITC 
The above studies have established a strong interaction between Zn2+ and DOCP liposomes. 
We then quantitatively measured their binding using ITC. ITC is a biophysical technique for measuring 
the heat produced during binding reactions. Zn2+ was gradually titrated into DOCP liposomes 
(0.129 mM total lipid) at pH 6. Zn2+ titration in buffer produced a small endothermic signal, which was 
subtracted as background. Heat absorption was observed when Zn2+ was titrated to DOCP liposomes 
(Figure 2.6a). The integrated heat was fitted to a one-site binding model (Figure 2.6b) with a Kd of 
110 µM Zn2+. This affinity is much stronger than Ca2+ or Mg2+ binding to PS lipids (Kd = ∼ 1 mM),41 
while much weaker than Cu2+ binding to PE and PS lipids.99 
Since the binding is endothermic, it has to be an entropy-driven reaction. We reason that 
hydrated Zn2+ and the phosphate headgroup have to release some water molecules to bind.82,94 This 
process needs energy but increases entropy. The endothermic binding process was also observed when 
Ca2+ binds to PC/PS lipids, and alkali metals bind to PC liposomes in buffer.81,137 The binding 
stoichiometry is ∼1.2, suggesting that each CP headgroup can bind one Zn2+. In comparison, no heat 
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was observed when titrating Zn2+ into DOPC liposomes (Figure 2.6c), also consistent with their weak 
interaction. A previous Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) study indicated that Zn2+ can 
still bind to PC lipids, reducing the hydrophilicity of the PC headgroup and affecting lipid phase 
transition. It needs to be noted that the FTIR was carried out in a dried state.82 
 
Figure 2.6 (a) An ITC trace of titrating 5 mM Zn2+ to DOCP liposomes (100 µg mL-1, 0.129 mM). (b) 
Integrated heat showing the binding profile and the fitted one-site binding curve. In the figure legend, 
N denotes the number of binding sites, K denotes binding consistent (M-1), ΔH denotes the enthalpy 
(kcal mol-1), and ΔS denotes the entropy (cal K-1 mol-1) of the reaction. Integrated heat of (c) titrating 
5 mM ZnCl2 to DOPC liposomes (100 µg mL-1, 0.129 mM) and (d) 10 mM Ca2+ to DOCP liposomes 





We previously studied the adsorption of DOPC and DOCP liposomes by ZnO NPs.49,111 In both 
cases, strong interactions were observed. ZnO leaked both liposomes, which might be related to its 
cationic surface charge. For the Zn2+ ion studied here, its binding by DOCP is much stronger, while 
binding to DOPC can hardly be measured. For further comparison, we also titrated Ca2+ to DOCP, and 
a very moderate amount of heat was detected (Figure 2.6d), suggesting much weaker binding of Ca2+ 
compared to Zn2+. 
2.3.5 Zn2+ leaks DOCP liposomes 
An important aspect of liposome property is its membrane integrity. The above experiments 
have clearly established a strong interaction between DOCP liposomes and Zn2+. To understand the 
integrity of liposomes after Zn2+ binding, a leakage assay was designed by encapsulating 100 mM 
calcein in the liposomes leading to self-quenched fluorescence. If the liposome is disrupted, calcein 
releases to the whole solution leading to fluorescence enhancement. 
We first studied the DOCP liposomes with Zn2+ at pH 6 (Figure 2.7a). The background 
fluorescence was followed at 525 nm for 5 min, and no change was observed, indicating that the 
liposomes were stable. At 5 min, a final of 167 µM Zn2+ was added, and an immediate fluorescence 
enhancement was observed, indicating compromised membrane integrity. On the other hand, Mg2+ and 
Ca2+ failed to induce any leakage of the DOCP liposome (Figure 2.7b). In contrast, Zn2+ also failed to 




Figure 2.7 Leakage tests of calcein-loaded DOCP liposomes with (a) Zn2+, (b) Ca2+, and Mg2+ (final 
concentration: 167 µM) at pH 6. (c) Leakage test of calcein-loaded DOPC with Zn2+ at pH 6. (d) 
Leakage test of DOCP liposomes by Zn2+ added in two steps, and no further leakage occurred at the 
second dose of Zn2+. Adding EDTA to the DOCP/Zn2+ complex induced further leakage. (e) 
Fluorescence of adding Zn2+ to free calcein at pH 6. (f) Normalized DLS size distributions of adding 
EDTA to DOCP/Zn2+ at pH 6. These experiments were performed in 50 mM MES, pH 6, with 100 mM 
NaCl. 
 
We notice that the 167 µM Zn2+ did not fully leak all the calcein since Triton X-100 still induced 
a significant fluorescence enhancement. Therefore, on top of the first dose of 167 µM Zn2+, we added 
an additional 167 µM Zn2+, which however did not induce further leakage (Figure 2.7d, pink trace). 
This suggests that the first dose has already reached saturated binding structure, and further adding Zn2+ 
had no effect. If small pores are formed by Zn2+, we expect a full leakage, which is clearly not the case 
here. 
Since adding more Zn2+ did not induce further leakage and some calcein remained encapsulated, 
we next tested removing Zn2+ by adding EDTA (Figure 2.7d, green trace). Interestingly, further leakage 
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was observed. Note that the fluorescence reached almost the same level after adding Triton X-100 with 
or without EDTA, so the fluorescence increase after the addition of EDTA was not because of 
dequenching of Zn2+. In addition, no fluorescence quenching was observed when Zn2+ added to free 
calcein (Figure 2.7e), which also supported that the fluorescence increase after adding EDTA was due 
to the further leakage of DOCP. This also implies that the liposomes were not fully disrupted by Zn2+. 
We previously observed a similar phenomenon upon adding citrate-coated AuNPs or nanoceria 
to DOPC liposomes.116,117,150 Leakage was observed upon addition of AuNPs, and the liposome leaked 
again upon removing the AuNPs either by adding a thiol-containing compound or by adding KCN to 
dissolve the AuNPs.116 A liposome leaks the fastest at the Tc. DOPC lipid, for example, has a Tc 
of -17 °C. AuNPs induced its leakage likely due to the change of local lipid packing and thus Tc. 
However, AuNPs did not induce fusion of DOPC liposomes.116,117 As shown below, Zn2+ induced fusion 
of DOCP liposomes and likely the mechanism of leakage is different for Zn2+. 
2.3.6 Reversibility of liposome aggregations 
The surprising effect of EDTA on leakage of DOCP liposome prompted us to revisit liposome 
size. We described above that Zn2+ can increase the size of DOCP liposomes (Figure 2.3a-d). To 
investigate if the binding process is reversible, we added EDTA to the DOCP/Zn2+ mixture and 
monitored the size change by DLS (Figure 2.7f). While a decrease in the aggregate size was observed 
from ∼700 to ∼300 nm by EDTA, it did not fully go back to the original size of the liposome (∼100 nm). 
This may indicate that besides aggregation, Zn2+ possibly induces other changes of the DOCP, e.g., 
liposome fusion. 
2.3.7 TEM and a model of interaction 
To have a better understanding, we then performed negative stain TEM. We observed 
aggregated DOCP liposomes in the presence of Zn2+ with different morphologies. For example, 
multilayered structures were observed (Figure 2.8b and c). These liposomes either have a size of around 
100 nm or larger. Two DOCP liposomes can be tightly linked by Zn2+, and they deform to maximize 
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the contact area. Some liposomes may break in this process and fuse onto the other ones (or on the 
fused larger liposomes) to form multilayered structures sandwiching Zn2+. This also explains the 
leakage observed, but not all the liposomes broke from the dye leakage experiment (Figure 2.7a). The 
nonbroken liposomes are likely protected from further interaction with Zn2+, which might be why 
adding more Zn2+ yielded no more leakage (Figure 2.7d). 
 
Figure 2.8 Negative stain TEM and schematic illustration of possible products of DOCP liposome 
mixed with 2 mM Zn2+. (a) DOCP liposomes without Zn2+. (b and c) Fused multilayered liposomes 
with Zn2+ sandwiched between each bilayer. (d) Negative TEM micrograph of DOPC mixture with 
2 mM Zn2+ at pH 6. (e and f) Lipid multilayers sandwiching Zn2+. Note that Zn2+ was still associated 
with the lipid headgroups instead of with the hydrophobic tails. Pink arrows indicate the individual 
liposome feature. Yellow arrows indicate the multilayered structures. Red arrows indicate the ribbon-
like structures. All the samples were negative stained with phosphotungstic acid before imaging. Scale 




In some regions, multilayered structure with ribbon-like structures up to micrometer length was 
also observed (Figure 2.8 e and f). This structure is formed by fully broken liposomes sandwiching Zn2+ 
(cartoon in Figure 2.8e). Such stacked structure is also reminiscent of the result published by Sasaki 
and co-workers.128 In their work, the stacked structures were induced by the strong interaction between 
Cu2+ and metal ligand embedded in the liposome. A control experiment of Zn2+-free DOCP liposomes 
stained by phosphotungstic acid was also performed, and a completely different feature was observed 
(Figure 2.8a). This supports that the lamellar structures observed with Zn2+ was not due to artifacts from 
the negative staining agent. In contrast, when DOPC mixed with Zn2+ at the same condition, individual 
liposomes were observed (Figure 2.8d), indicating weak interaction between DOPC and Zn2+. 
From TEM, we can see that DOCP liposomes need to bend extensively to interact with each 
other to form these structures. The energy of bending is likely to be overcompensated by Zn2+ binding. 
In the final product, the structures in Figure 2.8b and c do not have highly curved regions, while in 
Figure 2.8e and f, we can expect some highly bended regions in the ends. However, since these layered 
structures were very long, the fraction of lipid suffering from the curvature was very small, making the 
process overall energetically favorable. 
2.3.8 Further discussion 
This work has showed the interesting effects of Zn2+ on DOCP liposomes. We want to 
emphasize the following aspects of this study. 1) Bridging phosphate versus terminal phosphate. The 
striking difference between DOPC and DOCP in terms of interacting with Zn2+ has indicated the metal 
binding difference in different phosphate groups in lipid settings. With DLS, ITC, and calcein leakage 
assays, we have clearly showed that terminal CP phosphate binds Zn2+ much more strongly than the 
bridging phosphate in PC liposomes. Such difference is known in other biopolymers such as DNA,144 
and now we demonstrated it in lipids. 2) Zn2+ versus Ca2+. In this study, we focused on Zn2+, and 
comparisons were made with Ca2+ in many assays. It is impossible to cover all metal ions in one study, 
and a simple comparison of these two has articulated the importance of metal ions. While Ca2+ is known 
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to bind to phosphate strongly, Zn2+ binding is even stronger. 3) Zn2+ versus ZnO. We have previously 
studied the adsorption of DOPC and DOCP liposomes by ZnO NPs.47,49,111 In both cases, strong 
interactions were observed. For the Zn2+ ion binding, a very large difference was observed for these 
two lipids. In the case of ZnO NPs, two surfaces interact and can form polyvalent binding to amplify 
even weak binding. Compared to binding to metal oxides, binding to individual metal ions is weaker. 
In this case using Zn2+, only DOCP showed binding but not DOPC. 
2.4 Summary 
In summary, the interaction of Zn2+ with DOPC and DOCP liposomes was systematically 
studied using various techniques including DLS, fluorescence spectroscopy, ITC, and TEM. These two 
lipids have different headgroup chemistries, and the phosphate in DOCP has stronger affinity for Zn2+. 
The DLS data showed that Zn2+ increased the size of DOCP liposomes, while it had little effect on 
DOPC liposomes. The size change could not be reversed by removing Zn2+ with EDTA, suggesting 
liposome fusion also occurred. The calcein leakage tests indicated Zn2+ could induce leakage of DOCP 
liposomes. Negative stain TEM suggested that Zn2+ caused the fusion and stacking of DOCP liposomes 
in addition to simple aggregation. The thermodynamic parameters of Zn2+ binding to DOCP were 
measured by ITC, showing an overall endothermic reaction. While DOCP is not a natural lipid, it can 
be a useful metal ligand as demonstrated here, allowing Zn2+-responsive content release. It has 
expanded the chemistry of metal binding from amine (e.g., PE lipids),99,129 serine (e.g., PS lipids),40 and 
carboxyl to also phosphate. These groups have different metal preference, since phosphate prefers hard 
metals, while PE and PS bind soft metals better. By combining different lipids, we might rationally 




Chapter 3 Cu2+-Directed Liposome Membrane Fusion, Positive-Stain 
Electron Microscopy, and Oxidation 
The results presented in this chapter have been published as: 
Yibo Liu and Juewen Liu, Cu2+-Directed Liposome Membrane Fusion, Positive-Stain Electron 
Microscopy, and Oxidation, Langmuir, 2018, 34, 7545-7553. 
3.1 Introduction 
After studying the binding of Zn2+ with liposomes in Chapter 2, we studied the binding of 
another transition metal ions, Cu2+, with liposomes. Lipids are a critical component of biological 
membranes, and they interact with various chemicals to exert responses such as fusion, fission, pore 
formation, and phase separation.76,119,120 Instead of directly using cell membranes, liposomes have been 
prepared with controllable sizes and compositions, allowing the study of fundamental interactions as 
well as practical applications.31,57,122,151,152 Although most previous work focused on proteins or small 
molecular ligands, metal binding has attracted more and more recent attention.40,41,94,99,128,129 Processes 
such as oxidative stress, membrane damage, and fusion have been related to metal binding.13,88 
Natural lipid headgroups contain many metal ligands, and more can be obtained by chemical 
synthesis.46,50,153 Extensive studies have been carried out on Ca2+ because of its biological 
relevance.81,85,91,94,95 Recently, more research has been carried out on transition metals.40,41,99,129,133,154 
Although their free cellular concentrations are much lower than that of Ca2+ and Mg2+, transition metals 
may bind to lipids with a higher affinity.34,40,41,99,129,133 The rich spectroscopic properties and high 
electron density of transition metals are also useful for detailed physical characterization. We recently 
reported interesting binding properties of Zn2+ to zwitterionic DOPC liposomes and headgroup inverted 
DOCP liposomes.48 Zn2+ caused irreversible fusion and stacking of DOCP liposomes, whereas it had 
little effect on DOPC. Lu and co-workers demonstrated a strong binding between Hg2+ and PE lipids, 
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resulting in a leakage of PE-containing liposomes.129 Cremer’s group reported Ni2+ binding to PE lipids 
thousand-fold tighter than that to PC lipids.34 
Cu2+ is a widely studied transition metal because of its biological importance.155,156 The strong 
redox property of Cu2+ poses an oxidative stress, whereas its fluorescence quenching property allows 
convenient monitoring of lipid binding. Cremer and co-workers studied Cu2+ binding to PS and PE 
containing lipid bilayers supported on a silica surface.40,99 They reported an extremely strong binding 
of Cu2+ by PE potentially enhancing the oxidation of a lipid double bond. Sasaki and co-workers used 
pyrene- and iminodiacetic acid-modified lipids to detect Cu2+.128 
Given these progresses, a systematic understanding of freely dispersed liposomes remains to 
be completed. Compared to supported bilayers, free liposomes may show additional features such as 
fusion and leakage.31,50,107,134 Herein, we compared the binding of Cu2+ to a few liposomes with various 
metal-binding properties. Interestingly, Cu2+ might act as a positive-stain agent, although a high 
concentration of Cu2+ with a long incubation caused fusion and leakage of some liposomes. The 
oxidation of an external substrate by Cu2+ was inhibited in the presence of high affinity lipids. 
3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Chemicals 
All the phospholipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). CuCl2, 
disodium calcein, Triton X-100, 2,4-dichlorophenol (2,4-DP), and 4-aminoantipyrine (4-AP), HEPES 
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. EDTA and sodium chloride were from Mandel Scientific (Guelph, 
ON, Canada). Milli-Q water was used to prepare all the buffers, solutions, and suspensions. 
3.2.2 Preparation of liposomes 
Liposomes were prepared using the standard extrusion method.47,49 DOPC, DOCP, DOPS [1,2-
dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-ʟ-serine (sodium salt)], and DOPG [1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-
phospho-(1’-rac-glycerol) (sodium salt)] (2.5 mg) were dissolved in chloroform. For rhodamine (Rh)-
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labeled liposomes, 1 wt % (∼0.6 mol %) Rh-PE (1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-
(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl)) (ammonium salt) was incorporated. After evaporating chloroform 
by blowing N2, the samples were dried in a vacuum oven at room temperature overnight to fully remove 
chloroform. The dried lipid films were stored at -20 °C in a N2 atmosphere prior to use. To prepare 
liposomes, the lipid films were hydrated with 0.5 mL of buffer A (10 mM HEPES, pH 7.6 with 100 
mM NaCl), yielding a lipid concentration of 5 mg mL-1. The resulting cloudy suspension was extruded 
21 times through a two-stacked polycarbonate membrane with a pore size of 100 nm. To encapsulate 
calcein, the lipid films were hydrated with 100 mM calcein overnight followed by extrusion. Free 
calcein was removed by passing 35 µL of the sample through a PD-10 column using buffer A for elution. 
The first 600 µL of the fluorescent fraction were collected. 
3.2.3 DLS measurements 
The Cu2+ solution (10 mM) was gradually titrated to liposome suspension (100 µg mL-1) in a 
buffer of 10 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.6. The designed Cu2+ concentrations were 10, 100, and 
500 µM. Then, the EDTA solution was added to the mixture, giving the final concentration of 10 mM. 
The hydrodynamic diameter was determined on Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS 90 with a He-Ne laser 
(633 nm) at 90° and 25 °C. 
3.2.4 Fluorescence quenching assays 
The Cu2+ solution was gradually titrated in the Rh-liposome (50 µg mL-1) in 10 mM HEPES, 
100 mM NaCl, pH 7.6. The Cu2+ stock solution (100 µM or 1 mM) was used for this titration. The 
reversibility of the binding was tested by adding 10 mM EDTA to the mixture of Rh-DOPS (50 µg mL-1) 
and Cu2+ (10 µM). The fluorescence spectra were recorded using a Varian Eclipse fluorometer (Ex: 
560 nm; Em: 592 nm). 
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3.2.5 Liposome leakage tests 
To monitor the leakage of liposomes, 3 µL of purified calcein-loaded liposomes were added to 
597 µL of buffer (10 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.6) in a quartz cuvette at room temperature. The 
background fluorescence was monitored for 5 min before adding Cu2+ ions (typically 10 µL of 1 mM 
or 10 mM Cu2+). The fluorescence was monitored for another 15 min. At 20 min, 10 µL of 100 mM 
EDTA was added. At 30 min, 10 µL of 5% Triton X-100 was added to fully rupture the liposomes. The 
leakage kinetic tests were carried out by adding EDTA at different liposomes and Cu2+ incubation time. 
Calcein was excited at 485 nm, and the emission was monitored at 525 nm using a Varian Eclipse 
fluorescence spectrophotometer. 
3.2.6 TEM 
TEM micrographs were recorded on a Philips CM10 transmission electron microscope. A 
10 µL liposome (100 µg mL-1) and Cu2+ (20 µM) mixture was spotted on a 230 mesh holey carbon 
copper grid, and extra solution on the grid was removed by a filter paper. The sample is dried in air 
overnight before imaging. For the time-dependent study, the TEM samples were prepared immediately, 
5, 10, and 30 min after mixing Cu2+ and DOPS. A 10 µL drop of phosphotungstic acid (2%, 6.9 mM) 
was spotted on the grid. After 60 s, the extra solution was removed by a filter paper and the sample was 
dried in air before imaging. 
3.2.7 Catalytic activity assays 
The catalytic performance was measured by the chromogenic reaction of 2,4-DP with 4-AP. 
Cu2+ (20, 50, or 100 µM) was mixed with liposomes (100 µg mL-1) in 50 mM MES at pH 6.8 for 30 min. 
For control experiments, only Cu2+ was dissolved in buffer. Then, 4-AP and 2,4-DP with a final 




3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Cu2+ binding measured by fluorescence quenching 
To have a systematic understanding, the following lipids were included in this study. DOPS 
(Figure 3.1a) has a carboxyl group and an amine group that can chelate Cu2+ tightly.40,41 With also a 
phosphate, the PS headgroup is overall negatively charged. Exposure of PS lipids to the outer leaflet of 
the cell membrane is an indication of apoptosis.36,157 For negatively-charged DOPG, its phosphate group 
is the only possible metal-binding site (Figure 3.1b). DOCP is a synthetic lipid with a fully exposed 
terminal phosphate also carrying a negative charge (Figure 3.1c),46 and it has been shown to be useful 
for binding to metal oxide surfaces.31,47,49 In addition to these three anionic lipids, we also included 
DOPC (Figure 3.1d), which is charge neutral. For each lipid, we prepared their single component 
liposomes using the extrusion method through a membrane with 100 nm pores. From DLS, these 
liposomes all had an average size of ∼100 nm (Figure 3.1e) and their ζ-potential values were consistent 







Figure 3.1 Structures of the lipids used in this study: (a) DOPS, (b) DOPG, (c) DOCP, and (d) DOPC. 
The negatively-charged groups are highlighted in green, and the positively-charged ones in pink. (e) 
Normalized DLS size distributions of liposomes (100 µg mL-1) at pH 7.6. (f) ξ-potential of the 
liposomes at pH 7.6 (10 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl). 
 
Taking advantage of the strong fluorescence quenching property of Cu2+,40 we included Rh-
labeled PE lipids (1 wt % or 0.6 mol %) in all of the liposomes to follow Cu2+ binding. Cu2+ was 
gradually titrated (Figure 3.2a-d), and we observed significant quenching of the DOPS sample, reaching 
70-80% quenching with 10 µM Cu2+ (Figure 3.2e). Cremer and coworkers proposed energy transfer to 
be responsible for such quenching.40,41,99 The final quenching reaching more than 50% is likely caused 





Figure 3.2 Fluorescence spectra of Rh-labeled (a) DOPS, (b) DOPG, (c) DOCP, and (d) DOPC 
liposomes in the presence of different concentrations of Cu2+ at pH 7.6 (50 µg mL-1 liposome in 10 mM 
HEPES, 100 mM NaCl). (e) Adsorption isotherm of Cu2+ with the liposomes based on fluorescence 
quenching. (f) Apparent Kd of Cu2+ binding by the two liposomes. 
 
We fitted the DOPS quenching profile to the binding of Cu2+ ion with a Kd of 2.5 µM (Figure 
3.2f). This apparent Kd is much higher than that reported in the supported bilayer system by Cremer 
and co-workers (e.g., a Kd of 0.11 µM for 1% POPS and 6.4 pM for 20% PS).41 This difference was 
attributable to the much higher lipid concentration in our system. We have a total PS concentration of 
62 µM (50 µg mL-1). In the supported bilayer system, a single lipid bilayer had a very small amount of 
lipid. In addition, they used a flow system that can replenish the bound Cu2+. Our homogeneous assay 
did not allow us to measure such strong binding, and the purpose here is not to re-make such accurate 
measurements, but to compare the different lipids. 
We then performed the same titration with the other three liposomes (Figure 3.2e). A similar 
but slightly weaker quenching was observed with the DOCP liposome (Kd = 4.4 µM), suggesting that 
the exposed terminal phosphate is also a good Cu2+ ligand. DOPG also bound to Cu2+, although only 
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40% fluorescence was quenched with 50 µM Cu2+ (Figure 3.2e). With a further increase of Cu2+, the 
quenching could reach ∼100% (Figure 3.3). At low Cu2+ concentrations (below 50 µM), the quenching 
of the DOPG sample was much less than the quenching of DOPS and DOCP. This indicated a weaker 
interaction between Cu2+ and DOPG. The full quenching of the DOPG sample at 500 µM Cu2+ (Figure 
3.3) was probably caused by the rupture of the DOPG liposomes (vide infra). We did not fit the binding 
curve of DOPG because the binding was far from saturation at 50 µM Cu2+ and the solution became 
turbid (also indicated by DLS, see data below) at higher Cu2+ concentrations, which could scatter light 
and affect fluorescence. For DOPC, only around ∼20% quenching was observed with 50 µM Cu2+ 
(Figure 3.2e). The binding between the liposomes and Cu2+ was reversible. When EDTA was added to 
the Rh-DOPS/Cu2+ complexes (the tightest among the four liposomes), the Rh fluorescence can be 
totally recovered (Figure 3.4). 
 
Figure 3.3 (a) Fluorescence spectra of Rh-labeled DOPG liposomes in the presence of different 
concentration of Cu2+ upto 500 µM at pH 7.6 (50 µg mL-1 liposome in 10 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl). 





Figure 3.4 Fluorescence spectra of adding EDTA to the Rh-DOPS/Cu2+ complexes. 
 
3.3.2 Positive- and negative-stain TEM 
The above fluorescence assay suggested binding of Cu2+ to the liposomes with different 
affinities, and the integrity of some liposomes might be compromised. To directly observe the 
morphology of liposomes after Cu2+ binding, we examined the samples using TEM. Normally, 
liposome imaging requires either cryo-TEM or a negative stain with a heavy metal salt such as uranium, 
tungsten, and molybdenum.159 They are called negative stain because these salts stain the non-sample 
regions so that the liposomes have a negative contrast. Because Cu2+ is also a heavy metal, we first 
imaged its mixture with the liposomes directly. Interestingly, we observed features of positive stains 
for all of the liposomes. Significantly fused structures were observed with DOCP (Figure 3.5b) and 
DOPS (Figure 3.5c) liposomes, reaching larger than 500 nm. Because the samples were imaged after 
drying, some peanut structures could be formed during the drying process otherwise fused liposomes 





Figure 3.5 TEM micrographs of (a) DOPC, (b) DOCP, (c) DOPS, and (d) DOPG liposomes 
(100 µg mL-1) mixed with Cu2+ (20 µM) for 30 min at pH 7.6 (10 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl).  
 
In contrast, DOPC and DOPG liposomes appeared less fused with a size of 100-300 nm (Figure 
3.5a and d), consistent with their weaker Cu2+ binding from the above fluorescence quenching assay 
under this Cu2+ concentration (20 µM). We suspect that strong Cu2+ binding led to fusion of DOPS and 
DOCP liposomes, although we cannot fully rule out fusion of DOPC and DOPG liposomes at this 
moment, especially for DOPG liposomes whose size was obviously larger than 100 nm under TEM. It 
is quite intriguing that even DOPC was positively stained by Cu2+, although it is charge neutral and has 
very weak Cu2+ binding. 
DOCP liposomes were ruptured forming layered structures in the presence of Zn2+ (Figure 
3.6a),48 whereas in the presence of Cu2+, fused liposome structures were observed (Figure 3.5b). 
Therefore, different metals can provide quite different interactions with the same liposome. To have a 
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full understanding, Zn2+ was then added to DOPS liposomes and we observed individual liposomes 
stained with metal instead of layered structures (Figure 3.6b). Therefore, Zn2+ coordination to the PS 
headgroup and CP headgroup was sufficiently different, leading to different products. 
 
Figure 3.6 (a) Negative-stain TEM micrograph of DOCP liposomes (100 µg mL-1) and Zn2+ (2 mM). 
(b) TEM micrograph of DOPS liposomes (100 µg mL-1) mixed with Zn2+ (2 mM) at pH 7.6 (10 mM 
HEPES 100 mM NaCl). The red arrows in (a) point to the layered features. The yellow arrows in (b) 
point to the liposome features. Scale bar = 100 nm. 
 
3.3.3 Liposome fusion followed by TEM 
To understand the potential fusion process, we then carried out a time-dependent TEM study 
using Cu2+ and DOPS liposomes. Immediately after mixing (e.g., less than 1 min), most features were 
of ca.100 nm assigned to individual liposomes (Figure 3.7a). This suggested fast adsorption of Cu2+ on 
the liposomes, but little fusion took place at this time. Therefore, a short mixing may retain the liposome 
size, and Cu2+ may serve as a positive-stain agent under this condition. After 5 min (Figure 3.7b), 
although liposomes of ca.100 nm were still easily found, some fused structures with size larger than 
200 nm were observed. At 10 min, most of the species were fused (Figure 3.7c) and finally at 30 min, 
all of the structures were several hundred nanometers and liposomes of 100 nm were barely found 
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(Figure 3.7d). Because all of these samples were dried the same way, this time-dependent difference 
cannot be due to drying. This study further confirmed Cu2+-induced fusion of DOPS liposomes. 
 
Figure 3.7 Time-dependent TEM micrographs of the 20 µM Cu2+ and DOPS (100 µg mL-1) mixture at 
(a) less than 1, (b) 5, (c) 10, and (d) 30 min after mixing at pH 7.6.  Scale bar = 100 nm. 
 
3.3.4 Liposome fusion followed by DLS 
The above TEM studies indicated liposome fusion by Cu2+. To further confirm this and to 
understand reversibility of liposome size change, we followed the reaction by DLS. Started with an 
initial size of ∼100 nm, the three negatively-charged liposomes had a little size change with 100 µM 
Cu2+ (Figure 3.8b-d), whereas a significant size increase occurred with 500 µM Cu2+. The increased 
size was slightly reduced after adding EDTA to mask Cu2+, but not fully restored (Figure 3.8e) 






Figure 3.8 Normalized DLS size distributions of (a) DOPC, (b) DOCP, (c) DOPS, and (d) DOPG 
liposomes (100 µg mL-1, ~ 125 µM lipid molecules) with different concentrations of Cu2+ in 10 mM 
HEPES, pH 7.6 with 100 mM NaCl. (e) Average hydrodynamic diameter of the liposomes as a function 
of Cu2+ concentration and after adding 10 mM EDTA. (f) DLS size distributions of different 
concentrations of Cu2+ at pH 7.6 (10 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl). 
 
Interestingly, Cu2+ also induced a size change of the DOPC sample, but EDTA fully restored 
the DOPC sample to the original size of ∼100 nm, indicating that the aggregation process for DOPC 
was reversible and the liposomes did not fuse or break during this process (Figure 3.8a and e black 
trace). We attributed its size increase to hydrolysis of Cu2+ forming Cu(OH)2 or CuO at pH 7.6 because 
free 100 µM Cu2+ without any liposome also has a DLS signal (Figure 3.8f). Control experiments at pH 
5 indeed showed no sign of DOPC binding to Cu2+, whereas DOPS still had a slight size increase (ca. 
200 nm) (Figure 3.9). DOPS binds Cu2+ less strongly at lower pH because its amine group needs to be 





Figure 3.9 Normalized DLS size distributions of (a) DOPC and (b) DOPS liposomes (100 µg mL-1 or 
ca. 125 µM lipids) with different concentrations of Cu2+ in 50 mM acetate, pH 5 with 100 mM NaCl.  
 
Taken together, all of the three negatively-charged liposomes fused forming larger liposomes 
in the presence of a high concentration of Cu2+, whereas the neutral DOPC liposome did not fuse. This 
is consistent with the TEM data. From the fluorescence quenching assay, DOPS and DOCP liposomes 
were quenched much more than DOPG did, and this is a reflection of the tighter Cu2+ binding by DOPS 
and DOCP. Comparing DOPG and DOPC, both can only use their lipid phosphate group for chemically 
interacting with Cu2+. Fusion of DOPG liposomes but not DOPC might be because the additional 
electrostatic interaction between Cu2+ and DOPG. 
3.3.5 Cu2+-induced liposome leakage 
Membrane integrity is an important property of liposomes. Considering fusion of some 
liposomes in the presence of Cu2+, we then tested liposome integrity using a calcein leakage assay. The 
liposomes were prepared with ∼100 mM calcein loaded, and its fluorescence was self-quenched at such 
a high concentration. If the membrane is disrupted, calcein is released into the whole solution, resulting 
in fluorescence enhancement. For our experiments, the background fluorescence was monitored for 
5 min before Cu2+ was introduced. Cu2+ quenched the fluorescence in all of the samples because of its 
binding to the free calcein (residual-free calcein or leaked). To avoid this artifact, we added EDTA at 
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20 min to chelate Cu2+ and fluorescence increase at this moment was an indication of leakage. Finally, 
at 30 min, Triton X-100 was added to fully rupture the liposomes and release all the calcein, so that we 
can calculate the percentage of leakage induced by Cu2+. Here, we added two different concentrations 
of Cu2+ to the liposomes, 16.7 µM and 166.7 µM. 
No leakage was observed with DOPC even with 166.7 µM Cu2+ (Figure 3.10a). In contrast, 
DOCP leaked around 60% of its calcein with just 16.7 µM Cu2+, and full leakage occurred with 
166.7 µM Cu2+ (Figure 3.10c). These are consistent with the TEM data. DOPS and DOPG liposomes 
showed no leakage with 16.7 µM Cu2+, whereas both leaked with 166.7 µM Cu2+ (Figure 3.10b and d). 
Leakage of DOPG but not DOPC again suggested the importance of electrostatic interactions with Cu2+. 
 
Figure 3.10 Leakage tests of (a) DOPC, (b) DOPS, (c) DOCP, and (d) DOPG liposomes loaded with 




While both DOPS and DOCP liposomes bind to Cu2+ tightly, DOPS required more Cu2+ to leak. 
The binding of DOPS to Cu2+ is accompanied with the release of its amine proton, and this proton 
release has retained the overall negative charge of the liposome after Cu2+ binding. This was described 
as an unquenchable surface potential by Cremer and co-workers.41 Therefore, with a low Cu2+ 
concentration, the surface of DOPS liposomes remained negatively charged. As a result, crosslinking 
of DOPS liposomes by Cu2+, which was necessary for fusion, was less likely at low Cu2+ concentrations 
because of charge repulsion. The total lipid concentration was only ∼0.5 µM in this system,160 but 
16.7 µM Cu2+ did not leak DOPS or DOPG liposomes. For these two liposomes, 166.7 µM Cu2+ was 
required. We reason that after Cu2+ binding to the high affinity amino ligands in the PS liposomes, 
further binding to the weaker sites in PS was needed for fusion to take place. Such weaker sites are 
likely to be related to its phosphate group, which is chemically the same as the phosphate in the PG 
lipid. On the other hand, Cu2+ binding can neutralize the surface charge of DOCP liposomes, and it 
appears that Cu2+ more easily bridged two DOCP liposomes and promoted fusion even at low Cu2+ 
concentrations. In comparison, no leakage was observed for DOPS in the presence of 166.7 µM Zn2+ 
(Figure 3.11a), whereas Zn2+ can rupture DOCP liposomes, further indicating the interesting 
coordination chemistry in these systems. 
 
Figure 3.11 (a) Leakage test of calcein-loaded DOPS liposomes in the presence of 166.7 µM Zn2+. (b) 
Leakage tests of clacein DOPS with Triton X-100 (red curve) and EDTA (black curve). 
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Because Cu2+ strongly quenched calcein fluorescence, in the above experiments, we only 
monitored the total released calcein after 15 min incubation. To understand the kinetic profile, we also 
added EDTA after different incubation time periods (Figures 3.12a and b). Leakage of both DOCP and 
DOPS liposomes reached a steady state within 3 min, indicating that the leakage processes were rapid 
(Figure 3.12c). As a control, we also added EDTA to calcein-loaded DOPS liposomes and no leakage 
occurred (Figure 3.11b). The leakage observed here suggested that liposome fusion in the presence of 
Cu2+ was not a clean process, and the interior contents were released. In contrast, cell fusion is a clean 
and well-regulated process and the contents do not leak.161 Because DOPS leaked with Cu2+ but DOPC 
did not, we then mixed these two lipids at different ratios (5, 10, and 50 wt % DOPS) and prepared 
liposomes. The more DOPS added, the more leakage occurred (Figure 3.12d), and even 5% DOPS still 






Figure 3.12 Leakage of (a) calcein-loaded DOCP liposomes after incubating with 16.7 µM Cu2+, (b) 
calcein-loaded DOPS liposomes after incubating with 166.7 µM Cu2+ for different times before EDTA 
was added. The first rise of fluorescence over the initial background was due to Cu2+-induced leakage. 
Finally, Triton X-100 was added to fully release calcein in each sample. (c) Kinetic leakage test of 
calcein DOCP with 16.7 µM Cu2+ and calcein DOPS with 166.7 µM Cu2+. (d) Leakage tests of calcein-
loaded liposomes with DOPC/DOPS mixed lipids containing 50%, 10% and 5% DOPS lipids, 
respectively. A final of 166.7 µM Cu2+ was added to induce leakage. The liposome concentration was 
estimated to contain a total of 0.5 µM lipid molecules.160 
 
Because Cu2+ could hydrolyze to form Cu(OH)2, to rule out that leakage was induced by 
Cu(OH)2, we added pre-prepared Cu(OH)2 to liposomes and monitored the leakage. At 166.7 µM 
Cu(OH)2, no liposome leakage was observed (Figure 3.13), indicating that Cu(OH)2 could not damage 
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the liposome membrane. Therefore, leakage was attributed to the direct interaction between Cu2+ ions 
and the lipids. 
 
Figure 3.13 Leakage tests of calcein-loaded (a) DOCP and (b) DOPG liposomes with Cu(OH)2 in 
10 mM HEPES 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.6.  
 
3.3.6 Oxidative property of Cu2+ inhibited by lipid binding 
The above studies mainly used fluorescence to probe Cu2+ binding to the liposomes. Free Cu2+ 
ions have catalytic properties. For example, it can oxidize 2,4-DP and the product can react with 4-AP 
forming a red adduct with an absorption peak at 510 nm.162 Using this reaction, we developed a 
colorimetric reaction to study Cu2+ binding. This experiment was carried out at pH 6.8 using MES 
buffer instead of pH 7.6 HEPES used in the above experiments because this reaction has optimal 
performance at this pH from our previous experiments.162 Figure 3.9 shows that the binding of Cu2+ by 
the liposomes even occurred at pH 5, and pH 6.8 should also be an appropriate condition for this study. 
With increasing Cu2+ concentration, stronger red color was observed, suggesting more efficient reaction 
(Figure 3.14, column 1). The mixture of Cu2+ with DOPC and DOPG produced red color similar to free 
Cu2+, indicating that the interactions with PC and PG liposomes did not affect the oxidation properties 
of Cu2+. However, in the presence of DOPS and DOCP, the color change was strongly inhibited, which 
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was attributed to the strong binding of Cu2+ by the lipid headgroups. DOPS had even stronger binding 
because it inhibited the color more than DOCP did. 
 
Figure 3.14 Catalytic properties of Cu2+ and Cu2+/liposome complexes at pH 6.8. The red color is a 
reflection of oxidized products. 
 
Cremer and co-workers studied the binding of Cu2+ by PE lipids also using an oxidation 
reaction. They monitored the oxidation of a dye embedded in the lipid bilayer region instead of that in 
the aqueous phase, and H2O2 was also added in addition to Cu2+. The oxidation rate was 8.2 times faster 
with 70 mol % of the Cu2+-binding PE lipids than that without them, indicating that Cu2+ can bind to 
PE lipids and the binding could recruit Cu2+ to the liposome surface to enhance oxidation in the lipid 
membrane.99 
In our system, we compare the effect of added lipids for oxidizing foreign substrates and our 
reaction rates were proportional to the concentration of free Cu2+. Therefore, our results were a 
reflection of Cu2+ binding affinity. Because the location of the substrates was different in these two 
experiments, it is not surprising that Cu2+ binding to PS lipids in our system showed an opposite effect 
compare to the binding of Cu2+ by the PE lipids. 
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3.3.7 Models of Cu2+ and liposome interactions 
Taken together our results, we proposed reaction models of Cu2+ with each type of the liposome. 
Cu2+ and DOPC only interacted weakly because no liposome leakage and little Rh fluorescence 
quenching were observed (Figure 3.15a). Interactions still took place when dried because positive 
DOPC liposome stain was observed from TEM. Likely, Cu2+ interacts with the PC phosphate group via 
weak electrostatic interactions. 
In contrast, Cu2+ could leak DOCP liposomes at relatively low Cu2+ concentrations. Such 
leakage was believed to be related to a nonclean fusion process, and fusion was also confirmed by TEM. 
We proposed that Cu2+ could readily bridge DOCP liposomes and cause fusion and leakage of the 
liposomes. The strong interaction between CP and Cu2+ was from the terminal phosphate group in the 
CP headgroup. 
Even Cu2+ might bind to DOPS tighter than binding to DOCP, a higher Cu2+ concentration was 
needed to bridge DOPS liposomes. This is explained by that Cu2+ binding did not change its negative 
surface charge (Figure 3.15c).41 We believe that at lower Cu2+ concentrations, intravesical binding 
occurred first without leakage. With Cu2+ saturating the tight binding serine sites, further Cu2+ addition 
might associate with weaker binding sites (e.g., the phosphate) to neutralize surface charge and allow 
liposomes to approach each other to fuse (Figure 3.15c). In the case of DOPG liposome, fusion also 
took place. Its binding to Cu2+ might be slightly stronger than DOPC does but is weaker than the other 
two. The binding of Cu2+ to individual liposome was observed at lower Cu2+ concentration and liposome 
fusion occurred at higher Cu2+ concentrations likely due to electrostatic interactions with the lipid 




Figure 3.15 Scheme to summarize the model of Cu2+ binding to the four liposomes both at the liposome 




3.3.8 Further discussion 
This work shows different interactions of Cu2+ with four kinds of liposomes. The following 
interesting aspects were discovered: (1) The effect of charge. DOPG, DOPS, and DOCP are all 
negatively-charged liposomes. From fluorescence quenching, leakage tests, and TEM characterizations, 
DOCP and DOPS interacted with Cu2+ much stronger than DOPG did. Therefore, charge is not the 
determining factor for the interaction between lipids and Cu2+, and coordination of lipid headgroup is 
more important. On the other hand, anionic DOPG still bound Cu2+ more strongly than zwitterionic 
DOPC did. Because both could only interact with Cu2+ via the phosphate group, electrostatic interaction 
still contributes to Cu2+ binding but its importance is less compared to strong metal coordination. 
(2) Metal binding groups. Although the headgroups of both DOCP and DOPS strongly coordinate with 
Cu2+, they showed different behaviors in the leakage tests. This indicates that the chemical nature of 
the lipid headgroup plays important roles in metal/lipid interactions. Importantly, Cu2+ binding to DOPS 
does not change the surface charge because of a concomitant release of protons,41 whereas to DOCP 
does, and this is reflected from the leakage properties. (3) Cu2+ versus Zn2+. Previously, we have studied 
the interaction between DOCP and Zn2+.48 Our results showed the formation of multilayered structures, 
and this is quite different from DOCP interaction with Cu2+. In this work, we also compared Cu2+ and 
Zn2+ for interacting with DOPS liposomes and they also behaved differently. This result demonstrated 
that different metals interact with the lipids quite differently. Similar results have also been observed 
that different transition metals could direct the self-assembly of amphiphiles with different 
morphologies, and work has also been done on toxic metals with liposomes.68,163,164 
3.4 Summary 
In summary, the interaction between Cu2+ and four types of liposomes has been systematically 
studied using fluorescence quenching, DLS, TEM, calcein leakage, and colorimetric assays. 
Fluorescence quenching showed that DOPS and DOCP have a high affinity toward Cu2+, whereas 
DOPC and DOPG have weaker binding. The DLS results revealed that Cu2+ could induce a size increase 
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of the three negatively-charged liposomes at higher concentration, and adding EDTA could not 
completely reverse the process. This suggested that Cu2+ induced fusion of DOCP, DOPS, and DOPG 
liposomes, whereas it had little effect on DOPC. TEM showed Cu2+ could positively stain the liposome 
features under a normal TEM. Leakage tests indicated that the integrity of DOPC was not affected by 
Cu2+, whereas Cu2+ could easily leak DOCP, DOPS, and DOPG liposomes at appropriate concentration. 
Finally, the tight binding between Cu2+ with liposomes inhibited the catalytic properties of Cu2+. Our 
model has shown that each lipid has a distinct mechanism of interacting with Cu2+. This work 
demonstrated some important factors in metal binding by liposomes, and these results may direct further 
biological and analytical applications.   
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Chapter 4 Growing a Nucleotide/Lanthanide Coordination Polymer Shell 
on Liposomes 
The results presented in this chapter have been published as: 
Yibo Liu and Juewen Liu, Growing a Nucleotide/Lanthanide Coordination Polymer Shell on 
Liposomes, Langmuir, 2019, 35, 11217-11224. 
4.1 Introduction 
After studying liposome binding to divalent transition metal ions such as Zn2+ (Chapter 2) and 
Cu2+ (Chapter 3), we then studied the binding of trivalent lanthanide ions, which were rarely used to 
interface with liposomes.165,166 Liposomes are lipid vesicles dispersed in aqueous solutions. With an 
aqueous internal compartment, a hydrophobic shell and excellent biocompatibility, liposomes have 
been engineered for drug delivery,50,167 biosensing,53,62 and mimicking the cell membrane. However, 
their density is close to that of water making it difficult to centrifuge and separate. At the same time, 
liposomes are relatively fragile and tend to merge with each other or leak its content. 
To increase the stability of liposomes, a few strategies have been attempted. For example, solid 
or porous NPs were used to support liposomes,168,169 forming supported lipid bilayers.31,151 These 
supported bilayers are sometimes difficult to fully seal the NPs, although the membrane becomes 
mechanically stronger.170 The second method is to covalently cross-link the lipids (e.g., with 
diacetylenic lipids).171 While stability is enhanced, cross-linked lipids are difficult to degrade and most 
other lipids cannot be cross-linked. Finally, it is possible to coat liposomes with a shell.172 Decoration 
of liposomes with very small NPs can also increase membrane stability as demonstrated by Zhang and 
Granick,173 which was attributed to the local gelation of the underlying lipids.32,116,117 
We are interested in coating liposomes with an inorganic nanoshell, and this has been 
demonstrated in a few systems. For example, Jin and Gao coated liposomes with a gold nanoshell and 
controlled content release with light.174 Liposome-templated silica nanoshells were also reported by a 
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few groups.175,176 Song et al. synthesized a suite of liposome templated platinum nanocages as highly 
efficient catalysts.177 Schmidt and Ostafin grew a layer of calcium phosphate on liposomes for drug 
delivery.178 
Coordination polymers or materials are self-assembled metal/organic structures,69,179-181 and 
nucleotides are particularly interesting ligands to prepare such materials. In the past few years, many 
nucleotide-based coordination materials have been reported, showing applications such as biosensors, 
drug delivery vehicles, enzyme capsules, and smart materials.162,182,183 In particular, 
lanthanide/nucleotide has been one of the most extensively studied systems.184 With different 
combinations of lanthanides and nucleotides/nucleosides, a variety of interesting materials were 
obtained for sensitized lanthanide luminescence and enhanced contrast of magnetic resonance imaging. 
In addition, their adaptive inclusion of guest molecules has been demonstrated for biological 
applications.181,185 
Because many lipids have metal coordination ligands such as phosphate, serine, or synthetically 
introduced groups, liposomes might also serve as a good template for growing coordination materials. 
Many research efforts have been reported on lipid binding to metal ions such as Cu2+,40,41,99,134,186 Zn2+,48 
Hg2+,129,163,164 Ca2+,187 and Na+.188 Work has also been carried out on lanthanides, and they were mainly 
focused on fundamental interactions.165,166,189-194 To investigate liposome-templated growth, we first 
studied the adsorption of Gd3+ by two types of negatively-charged liposomes. We chose Gd3+ as a 
representative lanthanide ion because it is commonly used for its magnetic properties. We then 
demonstrated liposome-templated growth of a nucleotide/lanthanide shell, which showed enhanced 
stability toward leakage induced by NPs. 
4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Chemicals 
All the phospholipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). GdCl3, 
disodium calcein, Triton X-100, ZnO NPs (catalog number: 721077), and HEPES were purchased from 
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Sigma-Aldrich. Adenosine-5’-monophosphate disodium salt (AMP) was purchased from Alfa Aesar 
(Ward Hill, MA). EDTA and sodium chloride were purchased from Mandel Scientific (Guelph, ON, 
Canada). Milli-Q water was used to prepare all the buffers, solutions, and suspensions. 
4.2.2 Preparation of gadolinium/adenosine monophosphate coated liposome (liposome@Gd3+/AMP) 
To prepare Gd3+/AMP coated liposome, a liposome suspension (100 µg mL-1) was incubated 
with Gd3+ (500 µM) for 30 min and then AMP (500 µM) was added. After 30 min incubation, the 
mixture was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 min to collect the precipitated liposome@Gd3+/AMP, and 
the pallet was washed with buffer A. To prepare calcein loaded DOPS@Gd3+/AMP, 100 µL of purified 
calcein-loaded DOPS liposome was mixed with 5 µL Gd3+ (10 mM) and 5 µL AMP (10 mM), and the 
remaining procedures were the same as described above. 
4.2.3 ζ-potential measurements 
A liposome suspension (100 µg mL-1) mixed with metal ions (Gd3+, Zn2+, and Ca2+) in buffer 
A (final metal concentrations: 10, 50, 100, 200, and 500 µM) was measured using a Malvern Zetasizer 
Nano ZS 90 with a He-Ne laser (633 nm) at 90° and 25 °C. The data were analyzed by Malvern 
Dispersion Technology Software 4.20. 
4.2.4 TEM 
TEM micrographs were recorded on a Philips CM10 transmission electron microscope. A 
10 µL liposome (100 µg mL-1) and Gd3+ (20 µM) mixture or liposome@Gd3+/AMP (100 µg mL-1 based 
on liposome concentration) was spotted on a 230 mesh holey carbon copper grid and the extra solution 
on the grid was removed by filter paper. The samples were dried in air overnight before imaging. 
4.2.5 Liposome leakage tests 
To monitor the integrity of liposome membranes, 3 µL of purified calcein-loaded liposomes 
were added to 600 µL buffer A in a quartz cuvette at room temperature. The background fluorescence 
was monitored for 5 min before adding 10 µL of Gd3+ ions (1 or 10 mM). The fluorescence was 
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monitored for another 15 min. At 20 min, 10 µL of 100 mM EDTA was added. At 30 min, 10 µL of 5% 
Triton X-100 was added to fully rupture the liposomes. For the stability toward Gd3+/AMP, 10 µL of 
AMP (10 mM) was added at 15 min as an additional step. For the stability against Triton X-100, 10 µL 
of various concentration (0.005, 0.05 and 0.5%) of Triton X-100 was added to calcein-loaded DOPS or 
DOPS@Gd3+/AMP at 2 min. Then, at 10 min, 10 µL of 5% Triton X-100 was added to all the samples. 
In the case of DOPS@Gd3+/AMP, 10 µL of 100 mM EDTA was added at 7 min as an additional step. 
For the stability toward ZnO NPs, 10 µL of ZnO (1 mg mL-1) was added to calcein-loaded DOPS or 
DOPS@Gd3+/AMP at 2 min, 10 µL of 5% Triton X-100 was added at 18 min. In the case of 
DOPS@Gd3+/AMP, 10 µL of 100 mM EDTA was added as an extra step. Calcein was excited at 485 nm, 
and the emission was monitored at 525 nm using a Varian Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometer. The 
percentage of leakage was calculated by Ireleased/Itotal × 100%. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 DOPS and DOCP liposomes 
Two kinds of liposomes were studied: DOPS and DOCP, because they are both negatively 
charged and contain strong metal-binding ligands. DOPS (Figure 4.1a) has a carboxyl and an amine 
group that can chelate metal ions.40,41 In addition, it has a bridging phosphate resulting in an overall 
negative charge. PS lipids mainly reside in the inner leaflet of cell membranes, and its flip to the outer 
leaflet is an indication of apoptosis. DOCP is a synthetic lipid with a terminal phosphate (Figure 4.1a). 
Compared to a bridging phosphate, a terminal phosphate binds the metal species stronger. For example, 
DOCP liposomes adsorb strongly on various metal oxides.47,49 These two liposomes were, respectively, 
prepared by the extrusion method, and they both had a hydrodynamic size of ca.100 nm from DLS 
(Figure 4.1b). Their ζ-potential values were consistent with their respective surface charges (Figure 
4.1c). For some control experiments, we also studied a few other types of liposomes, such as DOPC 




Figure 4.1 (a) Chemical structures of DOPS, DOCP, DOPC and DOPG lipids. (b) Normalized DLS 
size distributions and (c) ξ-potential of DOPS and DOCP liposomes at pH 7.6 (10 mM HEPES 100 mM 
NaCl). 
  
4.3.2 Gd3+ binding characterized using TEM 
After preparing the liposomes, we studied Gd3+ adsorption using TEM. Non-stained liposomes 
are not visible under normal TEM, and usually liposomes need to be observed with a negative stain. 
We previously showed that Cu2+ could bind to liposomes and display positive stain features.186 With 
addition of Gd3+, we also observed positive stain features consistent with metal binding to both the 
DOPS (Figure 4.2a) and DOCP liposomes (Figure 4.2b). Most of the features were ca. 100 nm, close 
to the original size of the liposomes. Some peanut-shaped structures may be caused by liposome fusion 
or the drying processes during the preparation of the TEM specimens, and some dark spots might be 
because the metal species come together during drying. It is unclear whether the adsorbed metal ions 
can aggregate on the liposomes in the solution phase or not. These features are different from those 
with Cu2+, for which we observed extensively fused liposome structures with much larger sizes 
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(> 500 nm) (Figure 4.2c). The TEM results suggested that Gd3+ could bind to both DOPS and DOCP 
liposomes without causing extensive fusion, although a moderate fusion may still take place. 
 
Figure 4.2 TEM micrographs of (a) DOPS liposomes with Gd3+, (b) DOCP liposomes with Gd3+, and 
(c) DOCP liposomes with Cu2+ (100 µg mL-1 liposome, 20 µM metal ion). Scale bars = 100 nm. 
 
4.3.3 Gd3+ binding reverses the surface charge of liposomes 
We then followed the surface charge of the liposomes upon adding Gd3+ (Figure 4.3). The 
ζ-potential of liposome/Gd3+ complexes increased gradually with increasing Gd3+ concentration and 
became positive with more than 150 µM Gd3+ (Figure 4.3a). In this experiment, the lipid concentration 
was 124 µM. Because slightly more than half of the lipids were on the outer leaflet of the membrane, 
at the PZC, the lipid headgroup and Gd3+ had a ratio of ∼2:1, true for both the DOPS and DOCP 
liposomes. However, when the liposomes were mixed with Zn2+, the sample remained negative even 
with 2 mM Zn2+ (Figure 4.3c). Similarly, even with 10 mM Ca2+, charge reversal did not occur (Figure 
4.3d). Therefore, Gd3+ is unique in the sense that it was the only metal showing charge reversal for the 
DOCP and DOPS liposomes. This is consistent with the previously-reported charge reversal of DOPS 




Figure 4.3 ξ-potential of DOPS and DOCP liposomes titrated with (a) Gd3+, (c) Zn2+, and (d) Ca2+. (b) 
ξ-potential of DOPG and DOPC liposomes titrated with Gd3+. The experiments were carried out at pH 
7.6 (10 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl). 
 
Cremer and co-workers reported that the binding of Cu2+ to the PS headgroup releases two 
protons from the amine group. Thus, the surface potential remained negative after Cu2+ binding. The 
release of protons was also reported upon lanthanide binding to the PS lipid.166 With three formal 
positive charges, after neutralizing the negative charges on the liposome, a positive charge may still 
remain, rendering Gd3+ overcompensating the surface potential. This work also indicates that we can 
control the surface charge of liposomes by using different metal ions. We also tested other trivalent 
metal ions, Fe3+ and Cr3+, however, these metal ions did not show charge reversal properties at the same 
concentration with Gd3+ (500 µM) (Figure 4.4). This is probably because these metals have a weaker 
binding affinity compared to lanthanides. In addition, we also measured the ζ-potential of DOPC or 
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DOPG liposomes in the presence of Gd3+ (Figure 4.3b). The ζ-potential reached slightly positive values 
(∼12 mV) with 500 µM Gd3+. These lipids have weak metal coordination ability because they only 
have a bridging phosphate for metal binding. Their slight positive charge might be from weakly 
adsorbed metal ions. Therefore, the strong binding of Gd3+ with lipids is necessary for reversing the 
charge to a high positive potential (> 30 mV). 
 
Figure 4.4 ξ-potential of DOPS liposomes (100 µg mL-1) in the presence of 500 µM Fe3+, Cr3+ and 
Gd3+ at pH 7.6. 
 
4.3.4 Gd3+ leaks DOCP but not DOPS liposomes 
After confirming the strong binding of Gd3+ by both DOCP and DOPS liposomes, we then 
studied its effect on membrane integrity. For this purpose, a leakage assay was carried out. The 
liposomes were loaded with 100 mM calcein dye, but its fluorescence was self-quenched at such a high 
concentration. If the membrane was disrupted, calcein would release to the whole solution to induce 
fluorescence increase.31 The background fluorescence was monitored for 5 min before Gd3+ was added. 
The background was not zero due to a small amount of free calcein outside the liposomes. For both 
liposomes, adding Gd3+ caused an immediate fluorescence drop to the zero fluorescence level and this 
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was attributed to Gd3+ binding to free calcein and quenching the fluorescence. Note that the free calcein 
concentration was very low (well below 20 nM), and most of the added Gd3+ ions were not associated 
with free calcein, and they can interact with the liposomes. At this point, leakage due to Gd3+ binding 
to the liposomes may take place, but this leakage was not reflected from the fluorescence enhancement 
because of calcein binding to Gd3+. After 15 min, EDTA was added to the samples to chelate Gd3+ and 
release the free calcein. The fluorescence difference between this point and the initial background was 
due to the leakage (Figure 4.5a). Finally, at 30 min, Triton X-100 was added to fully rupture the 
liposomes, and this can allow the calculation of the percentage of leakage induced by Gd3+. Note, after 
adding EDTA to release free calcein, Gd3+ is unlikely to be associated with lipids considering the 
extreme high association constant of Gd3+/EDTA (∼5 × 1016 M-1),195 compared to Gd3+/nucleotide 
(∼1 × 105 M-1).196 
For the DOCP liposomes, we observed significantly increased fluorescence with 16.7 µM Gd3+, 
much higher than the initial background (Figure 4.5a). With 10-fold more Gd3+, the increase was even 
higher. Because we observed liposome features under TEM (Figure 4.2b), the overall structure of the 
DOCP liposomes was not disrupted and leakage should occur locally. We also studied the kinetics of 
DOCP leakage by adding EDTA after different incubation times with Gd3+ (Figure 4.5c), and the 
fraction of leakage increased gradually with time. We calculated the fraction of leakage at each time 
point and plotted the data in Figure 4.5d, where leakage reached 60% in 2 h, indicating a slow process. 
In comparison, leakage of DOPS liposomes by Cu2+ stopped within 3 min.186 Interestingly, the DOPS 
liposomes did not leak even with 166.7 µM Gd3+ (Figure 4.5b). The nonleaky property was previously 
observed with La3+ binding to PS liposomes.166 Because both the CP and PS headgroups are negatively 
charged, their difference in leakage can only be attributed to the way of metal binding. This time-
dependent leakage in Figure 4.5c also indicated that the leakage was due to Gd3+/ liposome interactions 




Figure 4.5 Leakage of (a) DOCP and (b) DOPS liposomes loaded with 100 mM calcein in the presence 
of Gd3+ at pH 7.6 (10 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl). The blue line indicates the fluorescence increase 
due to the leaked calcein. (c) Leakage of the calcein-loaded DOCP liposomes after incubating with 
16.7 µM Gd3+ for different time periods before EDTA was added. The first rise of fluorescence over 
the initial background was because of Gd3+-induced leakage, and the second rise was due to Triton 
X-100. (d) Kinetic of calcein leakage from the DOCP liposomes induced by 16.7 µM Gd3+. The total 
lipid molecule concentration was estimated to be ~0.5 µM.160 
 
4.3.5 Coating a Gd3+/AMP shell 
Because Gd3+ did not disrupt the membrane integrity of the DOPS liposomes, we used DOPS 
to test liposome-templated growth of a coordination polymer shell. To ensure that the shells were 
growing on the liposome templates instead of randomly undergoing nucleation in solution, we 
incubated Gd3+ with the DOPS liposomes first and then AMP was added (Figure 4.6). After adding 
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AMP, a turbid suspension was obtained, and we centrifuged the sample to collect the pallet. Under 
TEM, dark spherical shells were observed (Figure 4.7a), indicating that the DOPS liposomes templated 
the shell. These features were quite different from those of Gd3+ mixed with DOPS liposomes (Figure 
4.2a), where the structures did not have a well-defined shape. In addition, DOPS@Gd3+/AMP can be 
centrifuged to isolate and purify the product. After washing and re-dispersion by sonication, the dark 
shells remained (Figure 4.7b). For comparison, we also used noncharged zwitterionic DOPC liposomes 
to template the growth. However, the structure appeared more fragile, and the spherical shape of the 
liposomes were less retained (Figure 4.7c), indicating that the binding of Gd3+ with lipids might be 
critical for the templated growth. In addition, for samples added with AMP first, no well-defined 
structure was observed (Figure 4.7f), further proving the critical role of Gd3+ coordination to lipids. We 
also tested a few other negatively-charged liposomes. DOCP liposomes could form dark circles 
(Figure 4.7d) similar to those observed with DOPS liposomes, but as described above, the content 
leaked from the DOCP liposome upon mixing Gd3+. Dark rings were occasionally observed for DOPG 
liposomes, but the majority of the products were random precipitants (Figure 4.7e). DOPG is negatively 
charged, but it only has a bridging phosphate for metal binding. Overall, it appears that DOPS is an 
optimal liposome template. 
 
Figure 4.6 Schematic illustration of (a) the structure of Gd3+/AMP coordination polymer and (b) the 




Figure 4.7 TEM micrographs of DOPS coated with 500 µM Gd3+/AMP (a) before and (b) after washing 
with buffer. TEM micrographs of (c) DOPC, (d) DOCP, and (e) DOPG liposomes (100 µg mL-1) coated 
with 500 µM Gd3+/AMP. (f) A TEM micrograph of DOPS@Gd3+/AMP prepared by mixing DOPS with 
AMP first. The molar ratio of Gd3+ to AMP was 1:1 for all these experiments. Liposome concentration 
is 100 µg mL-1. Scale bars = 100 nm. The red arrows in (e) indicate the DOPS@Gd3+/AMP products, 
while yellow arrows indicate random Gd3+/AMP NPs formed independent of the liposomes. 
 
We then studied the effect of the Gd3+/AMP concentration on the final structures. We fixed the 
DOPS liposome concentration at 100 µg mL-1 (exposed PS headgroup concentration: ca. 62 µM), and 
varied the Gd3+ and AMP concentrations (the ratio of Gd3+ to AMP was fixed at 1:1). When 200 µM 
Gd3+/AMP was used, dark rings can be observed around the liposomes (Figure 4.8a). However, the 
liposomes appeared to be soft and irregular in shape. This was likely due to deformation during drying, 
suggesting that the shell was not rigid. When 1 mM Gd3+/AMP was used, the liposomes were round in 
shape and thicker shells were observed (Figure 4.8b, red arrows). However, free Gd3+/AMP NPs were 
also produced (Figure 4.8b, yellow arrows). It appears that 500 µM Gd3+/AMP is an optimal 
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concentration, where the Gd3+/AMP shells were rigid and they grew mainly on the liposome surface 
(Figure 4.7a). 
 
Figure 4.8 TEM micrographs of DOPS liposomes coated with (a) 200 µM and (b) 1 mM Gd3+/AMP. 
The molar ratio of Gd3+ to AMP was 1:1. Liposome concentration is 100 µg mL-1. Scale bars = 100 nm. 
The red arrows in (b) indicate the DOPS@Gd3+/AMP products, while yellow arrows indicate random 
Gd3+/AMP NPs formed independent of the liposomes. 
 
4.3.6 Membrane integrity after Gd3+/AMP coating 
After coating the Gd3+/AMP shell, we then studied the membrane integrity using the calcein 
leakage assay. We added Gd3+ at 5 min and AMP at 15 min. EDTA was added at 20 min to release 
calcein from Gd3+ (Figure 4.9). Because the fluorescence after EDTA was the same as the initial 
background, no leakage occurred, indicating forming the shell did not leak the DOPS liposomes. Finally, 
Triton X-100 was added to fully rupture the liposomes. Therefore, forming the shell on the DOPS 
liposome can fully retain the content inside the liposomes. We checked the TEM of the samples after 
adding Triton X-100, and the shell feature remained (Figure 4.10a). The coated Gd3+/AMP shell can be 
destroyed by adding inorganic phosphate or EDTA due to their strong affinity to Gd3+ (Figure 4.10b 




Figure 4.9 Leakage test of calcein-loaded DOPS liposomes mixed with Gd3+ and AMP.  
 
 
Figure 4.10 TEM micrographs of DOPS@Gd3+/AMP mixed with (a) 0.5% Triton X-100, (b) 10 mM 
EDTA, (c) 10 mM inorganic phosphate for 30 min. Scale bars = 100 nm. 
 
4.3.7 Probing porosity of the Gd3+/AMP shell using Triton X-100 and ZnO NPs 
After coating the Gd3+/AMP shell on DOPS liposomes, we were interested in whether the shell 
can increase the stability of the sealed liposomes. First, we tested the stability against Triton X-100, a 
surfactant commonly used to induce the leakage of liposomes. We added different concentrations of 
Triton X-100 to the free calcein-loaded DOPS liposomes and also to DOPS@Gd3+/AMP. Leakage of 
the free liposomes increased with the increase of the Triton X-100 concentration (Figure 4.11a). For 
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DOPS@Gd3+/AMP, we had to add EDTA to chelate Gd3+ before analysis of leakage because Gd3+ can 
quench calcein fluorescence. When 0.05% Triton X-100 was added, the fluorescence only recovered to 
the background level of DOPS after adding EDTA (Figure 4.11b). However, more Triton X-100 also 
induced higher leakage and the fraction of leakage was similar to that of the free DOPS liposomes 
(Figure 4.11c). Our control experiment indicated that Triton X-100 did not disrupt the Gd3+/AMP shell 
(Figure 4.10a). Overall, the Gd3+/AMP shell did not prevent liposome leakage induced by Triton X-
100. This might be attributable to the small size of Triton X-100, which can diffuse through the 
Gd3+/AMP layer, suggesting that the shell was porous. 
To test this hypothesis, we then used a larger material to induce leakage. It was reported that 
ZnO NPs can leak liposomes,49 likely due to its cationic surface.65 As expected, ZnO NPs with a size 
of 20 nm induced ca. 85% leakage of the free DOPS liposomes (Figure 4.11d and e).149 When ZnO was 
added to DOPS@Gd3+/AMP, after adding EDTA, fluorescence only recovered to slightly higher than 
the background level (Figure 4.11d, ∼12% leakage, note in this case, no Triton X-100 was added). 
These results indicate that the Gd3+/AMP shell could protect the liposomes from ZnO NPs, likely due 
to its large size. The effect of the pore size and the size of the leaking agents is depicted in Figure 4.11f. 
In this experiment, we compared Triton X-100 and ZnO for their liposome leakage, while EDTA was 






Figure 4.11 Leakage tests of calcein-loaded (a) DOPS liposomes and (b) DOPS@Gd3+/AMP in the 
presence of different concentrations of Triton X-100. (c) Fraction of leakage with different Triton 
X-100 concentrations. (d) Leakage tests of calcein-loaded DOPS liposomes and DOPS@Gd3+/AMP 
after adding 10 µL of 1 mg mL-1 ZnO NPs. (e) Fraction of leakage of calcein-loaded DOPS liposomes 
and DOPS@Gd3+/AMP induced by ZnO NPs. (f) Schematic illustration of Triton X-100 could penetrate 
through the porous Gd3+/AMP coating, but larger ZnO NPs cannot. 
 
4.4 Summary 
In summary, we studied the binding of Gd3+ by the DOPS and DOCP liposomes using TEM, 
ζ-potential measurements, and calcein leakage assays. TEM showed the adsorption of Gd3+ on DOPS 
and DOCP liposomes, but they did not cause a significant fusion of the liposome to form much larger 
vesicles. Gd3+ binding reversed the surface charge of both liposomes, and such charge reversal was not 
observed with Zn2+ or Ca2+. Gd3+ induced leakage of the DOCP liposomes but not DOPS liposomes. 
Taking advantage of this, AMP was added to form a Gd3+/AMP shell on DOPS liposomes, and the 
content inside the liposomes was retained during this process. The shell increased the stability of the 
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DOPS liposome against ZnO NPs, although similar leakage was observed in the presence of Triton 
X-100. This was attributed to the porous nature of the Gd3+/AMP shell. This work demonstrates a 
simple method to form a porous shell on liposomes, and also reveals interesting surface metal binding 




Chapter 5 Adsorption of Nanoceria by Phosphocholine Liposomes 
The results presented in this chapter have been published as: 
Yibo Liu and Juewen Liu, Adsorption of Nanoceria by Phosphocholine Liposomes, Langmuir, 2016, 
32, 13276-13283. 
5.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter studied liposome binding of free lanthanide ions and the subsequent 
growth of its nucleotide coordination materials. This chapter further studied liposome interactions with 
lanthanide containing metal oxide NPs. CeO2 NP or nanoceria is an important material used as catalysts, 
gas sensors, UV filters, and solid oxide fuel cells.197 Its unique properties are attributed to the surface 
Ce3+ ions, providing a redox couple with Ce4+.198,199 The Ce3+ sites are accompanied by oxygen 
vacancies near the surface. Therefore, small CeO2 NPs of several nanometers possess enhanced 
activities because of a large surface-to-volume ratio.200-202 
With high biocompatibility, nanoceria is also an attractive material for various biological 
applications.198,200 For example, it was reported that nanoceria can scavenge ROS in living systems with 
superoxide dismutase and catalase-like activities.198,203-205 In a few cases, nanoceria protected cells from 
oxidative stress induced by ROS or radiation.206-210 It was also reported that nanoceria protects normal 
cells but not cancer cells.211 On the other hand, CeO2 nanorods with a high aspect ratio had 
proinflammatory effects.212 In vivo studies revealed that nanoceria fights against inflammation, 
ischemic stroke, and radiation-induced damages.207,213 With so many biological applications, however, 
only a few studies have touched upon its interaction with biological molecules,214 especially 
biomembranes.206,212 
To enter cells, nanoceria has to first cross the cell membrane. Therefore, it is important to study 
its interaction with membranes.31,76,215 Lipids are the main component on the cell membrane. The outer 
membrane of eukaryotic cells is rich in PC lipids. The interactions of PC membranes with various 
nanomaterials have been studied,31,32,151,152 in particular, with various oxides.47,107,111,160 A primary 
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example is the spontaneous fusion of PC liposomes onto silica forming SLBs driven by van der Waals 
force.101,104,169 By contrast, PC liposomes adsorb onto TiO2 NP via a stronger force, likely bonding with 
the lipid phosphate group.47,84,107,109,111 Most of the metal oxide NPs studied so far have a size of several 
tens of nanometers or larger. Compared to metal oxide NPs, an interesting feature of nanoceria is its 
small size, which may exert a different behavior. For example, very small silica NPs behave completely 
different when mixed with PC liposomes compared with the larger NPs.216 Although larger nanoceria 
can also be made, small particles (below 10 nm) are required for catalytic activity and biomedical 
relevance.200-202 In this work, we explore the interaction between nanoceria of ~ 5 nm and PC liposomes 
in terms of adsorption, stability, and membrane integrity. 
5.2 Materials and Methods 
5.2.1 Chemicals 
All phospholipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). CeO2 dispersion 
(catalog number: 289744, 20% dispersed in 2.5% acetic acid), disodium calcein, and Triton X-100 were 
purchased from Sigma Aldrich. HEPES, sodium acetate, phosphate, and sodium chloride were 
purchased from Mandel Scientific (Guelph, ON, Canada). Milli-Q water was used to prepare all buffers 
and suspensions. 
5.2.2 ζ-potential and DLS measurements 
The ζ-potential of CeO2 NPs (100 µg mL-1) was measured at various pH values in water using 
a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS90 instrument with a He-Ne laser (633 nm) at 90° collecting optics. HCl 
and NaOH were used to adjust the pH. The size was measured with CeO2 (1 mg mL-1 in 25 mM acetate 
buffer, pH 4) and with DOPC liposomes (100 µg mL-1 in 25 mM HEPES buffer, pH 7.6). 
5.2.3 Liposome adsorption studied using fluorescence quenching 
A CeO2 suspension was gradually titrated into the Rh-liposome (50 µg mL-1, 1 mL) in a buffer 
(25 mM acetate, pH 4, or 25 mM acetate with 150 mM NaCl, pH 4, or 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.6). CeO2 
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stock solutions (1 or 10 mg mL-1) were used for this titration. The fluorescence spectra were recorded 
using a Varian Eclipse fluorometer (Ex: 560 nm; Em: 592 nm). 
5.2.4 Phosphate inhibition studies 
CeO2 NPs (10 mg mL-1) were first incubated in a phosphate buffer (100 mM) for 30 min to cap 
the surface with phosphate. Then, 5 or 10 µL of the above mixture was added to the Rh-labeled 
liposomes (25 µg mL-1, 1 mL), and the fluorescence was measured. To study the displacement, CeO2 
NPs were added to 1 mL of the Rh-labeled liposome (25 µg mL-1). Then, 20 µL of the phosphate buffer 
(500 mM, pH 7.6 or 4) was added, and the fluorescence was measured. 
5.2.5 Complex stability tests 
To the Rh-labeled liposome (50 µg mL-1, 200 µL) in a buffer (25 mM acetate, pH 4 or 25 mM 
HEPES, pH 7.6), a small amount of CeO2 was added to reach a final concentration of 1, 2, 5, 10, 25, 
50, 100, or 200 µg mL-1. After 30 min incubation, the mixture was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 
min to collect the supernatant. The supernatant was diluted 10 times, and its fluorescence was measured. 
To redisperse the DOPC/CeO2, the complex was prepared in HEPES buffer (25 mM, pH 7.6) as above 
and centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 min. The pellets were collected and redispersed in 200 µL of 
acetate buffer (50 mM, pH 4). After sonication, the suspension was again centrifuged, and the 
supernatant was collected and diluted 10 times for fluorescence measurement. In another case, the 
complexes were prepared in acetate buffer (25 mM, pH 4). After 30 min incubation, 150 mM NaCl was 
added to destabilize the DOPC/CeO2 complexes. After centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 10 min, the 
pellets were collected and redispersed in 200 µL of HEPES (50 mM, pH 7.6) by sonication. These 
samples were again centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 min, and the supernatant was collected and diluted 
10 times for fluorescence measurement. 
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5.2.6 Liposome leakage tests 
To monitor the CeO2 NP-induced liposome leakage, 3 µL of the above purified calcein-loaded 
liposomes were added to 597 µL of HEPES buffer (25 mM, pH 7.6) in a quartz cuvette at room 
temperature. The background fluorescence was monitored for 5 min before adding various amounts of 
CeO2 NPs (e.g., 10 or 20 µL of 1 mg mL-1 CeO2 or 5 µL of 10 mg mL-1 CeO2). The fluorescence was 
monitored for another 20 min followed by adding 20 µL of phosphate buffer (500 mM, pH 7.6). At 
25 min, 10 µL of 5% Triton X-100 was added. Calcein was excited at 485 nm, and the emission was 
monitored at 525 nm. 
5.2.7 TEM and cryo-TEM 
TEM measurements were recorded on a Philips CM10 transmission electron microscope. CeO2 
solution (10 µL) was spotted on a 230 mesh holey carbon copper grid, and the extra solution on the grid 
was removed using a filter paper. The sample was dried in air before measurement. Cryo-TEM samples 
were prepared by mixing the DOPC liposomes (50 µg mL-1) and CeO2 (50 µg mL-1) in acetate buffer 
(25 mM, pH 4). The sample (5 µL) was spotted on a plasma-treated carbon-coated copper TEM grid. 
The grid was blotted with two pieces of filter paper for 2 s and quickly plunged into liquid ethane. The 
sample was then loaded to a liquid N2-cooled cold stage, imaged using a 200 kV field emission 
transmission electron microscope (FEI Tecnai G2 F20), at -175 °C. 
5.2.8 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
To measure the Tc, DPPC liposomes (100 µg mL-1) and DPPC/CeO2 (mass ratio of 1:1 and 1:5) 
were used. The samples were degassed before injection into the DSC sample cell, whereas the reference 
cell was filled with the corresponding buffer. Each sample was scanned from 25 to 65 °C at the rate of 
1 °C min-1 using a VP-DSC instrument (MicroCal). Six scans were carried out for each sample, and the 
fifth scan was plotted. 
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5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Characterization of nanoceria and liposomes 
DLS characterization based on scattering intensity shows that our CeO2 NPs have an average 
hydrodynamic size of 20 nm, whereas the number-based size distribution is centered at ca. 5 nm (Figure 
5.1a). It is known that light scattering strongly favors larger particles, and our data suggest that this 
nanoceria sample is slightly aggregated. Although many previous works prepared nanoceria capped by 
various ligands and polymers to facilitate dispersion,210,217,218 we are interested in understanding the 
native surface property. As a result, our nanoceria did not have a strong capping ligand, explaining the 
moderate aggregation. A TEM micrograph shows that the size of the individual nanoceria is below 
5 nm and some aggregates can also be observed (Figure 5.1a, inset), which is consistent with the DLS 
data. Its crystallinity was confirmed using high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) (Figure 5.1b). Such small 
particles were used to ensure a high catalytic activity.200-202 
Next, we studied the surface charge of nanoceria with a careful pH titration. At pH lower than 
7, nanoceria is positively charged, whereas the surface becomes negative at a higher pH (Figure 5.1c). 
Therefore, at physiological pH, nanoceria is nearly charge neutral, which may affect its colloidal 
stability because of the lack of charge stabilization. 
The structure of a DOPC lipid is shown in Figure 5.1d. Its headgroup contains a 
negatively-charged phosphate and a positively-charged choline. Therefore, this zwitterionic PC lipid is 
overall charge neutral, which is confirmed by the ζ-potential measurement (Figure 5.1e). The neutral 
charge avoids the electrostatic interactions with nanoceria. On the basis of our previous studies, the 
lipid phosphate group is likely to be important for the interaction with nanoceria.47,49,111,160 Our 
liposomes were prepared using the standard extrusion method through 100 nm pores, which is 




Figure 5.1 (a) DLS size distributions of the CeO2 NPs dispersed in 25 mM acetate (pH 4) with both 
number- and scattering intensity-based distributions. Inset: TEM micrograph of the sample (scale bar: 
100 nm). (b) HRTEM micrograph of the CeO2 NPs showing their crystalline structure (scale bar: 
10 nm). (c) ζ-potential of the CeO2 NPs as a function of pH. (d) Structures of DOPC and DPPC lipids 
and their phase transition temperature (Tc) values are labeled. (e) ζ-potential of the DOPC liposomes in 
25 mM acetate (pH 4) and HEPES (pH 7.6) buffers. (f) DLS size distribution of the DOPC liposomes 
in 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.6). 
 
5.3.2 Nanoceria adsorbed by DOPC liposomes 
To study the interaction, we first measured nanoceria adsorption using the DOPC liposomes 
containing 1% Rh label. To this liposome sample, we gradually titrated CeO2 NPs at pH 4 and 7.6. We 
chose these two pH values because the catalytic activity of CeO2 is the highest at pH 4,219 whereas pH 
7.6 is the physiological condition. 
The fluorescence spectra of the Rh-labeled DOPC liposomes at different nanoceria 
concentrations are shown in Figure 5.2a, and an overall trend of fluorescence decrease is observed. We 
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measured the ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectra of our nanoceria and its mixture with the DOPC 
liposome at pH 4 (Figure 5.2c), where no light scattering feature was observed. In addition, no light 
absorption was observed beyond 400 nm. Therefore, the drop in fluorescence cannot be explained by 
the light-scattering or inner-filter effect. Nanoceria is a strong quencher for many adsorbed 
fluorophores.220 Without light scattering, we attribute the fluorescence drop here to the adsorption of 
nanoceria by the liposome, directly quenching the associated Rh fluorophore. 
 
Figure 5.2 (a) Fluorescence spectra of the Rh-labeled DOPC liposomes at different CeO2 
concentrations dispersed in 25 mM acetate, pH 4. (b) Adsorption isotherms of CeO2 NPs onto 
50 µg mL-1 Rh-labeled DOPC liposomes at pH 4 without NaCl (green), with 150 mM NaCl (red), and 
at pH 7.6 without NaCl (blue). UV-Vis spectra of CeO2 and CeO2/DOPC complexes at (c) pH 4 and (d) 
pH 7.6. There is no scattering and absorption observed beyond 400 nm at pH 4, while at pH 7.6 
scattering was observed. 
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The amount of quenching was quantified by plotting the relative fluorescence change (ΔF/F0) 
at each CeO2 concentration. At pH 4, the fluorescence initially dropped quickly. With higher than 
20 µg mL-1 of CeO2, however, further quenching was slightly observed (Figure 5.2b, green trace). Even 
with 500 µg mL-1 CeO2, quenching only reached ca. 30%. Therefore, the surface of the DOPC 
liposomes was not fully occupied by CeO2 at pH 4. CeO2 NPs are positively charged at pH 4 (Figure 
5.1c). The initially adsorbed CeO2 may electrostatically repel the further incoming NPs. To confirm 
this hypothesis, we then repeated the measurement in the presence of 150 mM NaCl to screen charge 
interactions (no NaCl was included in the previous experiment). In this case, we indeed observed 
stronger quenching reaching 50% (Figure 5.2b, red trace). This indicates that more CeO2 NPs were 
adsorbed by screening the charge repulsion. The incomplete quenching can be explained by the fact 
that only around 50% of the Rh-labels were on the outer leaflet of the bilayer, whereas the labels on the 
inner leaflet were not quenched by CeO2. This also suggests that CeO2, although small, did not penetrate 
through the bilayer membrane. 
The pH 4 plots in Figure 5.2b are essentially adsorption isotherms. For quantitative analysis, 
we fitted the data. At pH 4 without NaCl, a simple Langmuir isotherm failed to account for the data. 
The cationic CeO2 NPs repel each other at pH 4, which conflicts with a basic assumption of the 
Langmuir isotherm that adsorbed molecules do not interact. Thus, we fitted the data with the Freundlich 
isotherm (Figure 5.2b, green trace), which takes into consideration the lateral repulsion. On the other 
hand, adsorption at pH 4 with 150 mM NaCl was nicely fitted using the Langmuir isotherm model 
because lateral electrostatic interactions were screened. Based on this fitting, a dissociation constant 
(Kd) of 12.4 µg mL-1 CeO2 and a final quenching of 52% at full surface coverage are obtained. 
On the other hand, at pH 7.6, the initial stage of quenching was milder, but the final quenching 
reached > 50% (Figure 5.2b, blue trace). UV-vis spectra of both CeO2 and its mixture with the DOPC 
liposomes showed a quite obvious light-scattering effect because of the aggregation of the involved 
particles (Figure 5.2d). As such, not all of the decreased fluorescence is attributable to direct 
fluorescence quenching because light scattering can also contribute. Forming large aggregates is quite 
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common in liposome/NP systems.19,117,221 This complication makes it difficult for quantitative data 
fitting, and the higher fluorescence drop beyond 50% at high CeO2 concentrations might be a pure result 
of light scattering because the surface might have already been saturated. It is interesting to note that at 
pH 7.6, an initial high quenching efficiency was observed. At low CeO2 concentrations, the light 
scattering effect is small, and this initial quenching is then supportive of the CeO2 adsorption. No fitting 
of this data set was performed because of the light scattering effect. 
5.3.3 Lipid phosphate-based adsorption 
Because cerium is a hard metal that has a strong affinity to phosphate,220,222,223 we propose that 
the phosphate group in the lipid might be playing a critical role. To test this, we added free inorganic 
phosphate ions to the CeO2 NPs before mixing them with DOPC (Figure 5.3a). In this case, free 
phosphate inhibited the nanoceria adsorption at both pH 4 and 7.6. This supports the affinity between 
nanoceria and phosphate. To further test this mechanism, we mixed DOPC and CeO2 first, followed by 
adding phosphate to see if phosphate can displace CeO2 (Figure 5.3b). Fluorescence was recovered at 
both pH values, indicating that the displacement reaction indeed occurred, also supporting the 
interaction of CeO2 with the phosphate group in the PC lipid. 
 
Figure 5.3 (a) Phosphate inhibited the CeO2 adsorption on the Rh-labeled DOPC liposomes 
(25 µg mL-1) at pH 4 and 7.6. (b) Phosphate (10 mM) induced the CeO2 desorption at pH 4 and 7.6. 
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5.3.4 Aggregation and restabilization of the adsorption complex 
After confirming the adsorption of nanoceria by the liposomes, we next studied further 
aggregation of this system. Because nanoceria may bridge a few liposomes, the system might grow into 
large aggregates. In this experiment, the Rh-labeled liposomes were incubated with various 
concentrations of CeO2. Then, the mixture was centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 min, and the 
supernatant fluorescence intensity was measured. Free liposomes could not be precipitated under this 
condition, allowing us to distinguish between well-dispersed liposomes and extensively aggregated 
structures. At pH 4, the supernatant fluorescence gradually decreased with increasing CeO2 (Figure 
5.4a, pink bars). The lowest fluorescence was achieved at a CeO2 NP concentration of 10 µg mL-1. 
Under this condition, the precipitated liposome reached the maximal value. As the concentration of the 
CeO2 NPs was further increased, fluorescence started to increase again in the supernatant, suggesting 
liposome restabilization by the CeO2 NPs. This may be because at a CeO2 concentration lower than 
10 µg mL-1, the NPs could bridge the liposomes to form aggregates with decreased stability. With more 
CeO2 added, the bridging phenomenon was disrupted and the whole liposome surface became positively 
charged due to the adsorption of the CeO2 NPs. Both contribute to the restabilization. At pH 7.6, 
however, no such restabilization was observed (Figure 5.4a, blue bars) because CeO2 NPs are charge 








Figure 5.4 (a) Fluorescence of the supernatant after mixing CeO2 and Rh-DOPC at pH 4 and 7.6 and 
centrifugation. A finally increased fluorescence at pH 4 suggests restabilization of this system. (b) 
Complex prepared at pH 7.6 and redispersed at pH 4 failed to show restabilization. (c) Complex 
prepared at pH 4 and redispersed at pH 7.6. (d) Averaged hydrodynamic size of DOPC/CeO2 complexes 
as a function of the CeO2 concentration at pH 4. (e) DLS size distributions of DOPC/CeO2 complexes 
with different CeO2 amounts at pH 4. (f) ζ-potential of DOPC/CeO2 complexes as a function of the 
CeO2 concentration at pH 4. 
 
We also quantitatively measured the size and the ζ-potential change when adding various 
amounts of nanoceria to the DOPC liposomes at pH 4 (Figure 5.4d-f). The size initially increased with 
the CeO2 concentration up to 25 µg mL-1, whereas further increase in CeO2 made the size smaller 
(Figure 5.4d). It is interesting to note that the largest size was still below 200 nm, suggesting that this 
system did not aggregate extensively at pH 4. With more than 100 µg mL-1 CeO2, another peak just 
above 10 nm was observed, attributable to the free CeO2 NPs (Figure 5.4e). The ζ-potential gradually 
increases with increasing CeO2 concentration and reaches a plateau at 25 µg mL-1 (Figure 5.4f). This 
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suggests that beyond this point, all measured surfaces were CeO2, either as free NPs or adsorbed on the 
liposome. 
In addition, when CeO2 and DOPC were first mixed at pH 7.6 and then redispersed at pH 4, 
significantly less supernatant fluorescence was observed compared with those prepared at pH 4 directly 
(Figure 5.4b). This suggests that the majority of complexes formed at pH 7.6 was stably crosslinked by 
the CeO2 NPs. In comparison, when the CeO2/DOPC complexes were prepared at pH 4 and redispersed 
at pH 7.6, no fluorescence was observed in the supernatant (Figure 5.4c). This indicates that the 
complexes were readily aggregated at pH 7.6, attributable to the lack of charge in the CeO2 NPs at this 
pH. 
On the basis of the above understanding, we proposed an interaction model. At pH 4, both the 
DOPC liposome and CeO2 NPs are well-dispersed in solution. At low CeO2 concentrations, CeO2 NPs 
moderately crosslink the liposomes, resulting in small aggregates (< 200 nm) that can be precipitated 
by centrifugation. With further increase in the CeO2 NPs, each liposome surface is densely covered by 
CeO2, and the crosslinking is disrupted, leading to restabilization (Figure 5.5a). At pH 7.6, CeO2 
aggregation occurred even in the absence of DOPC. Upon mixing, immediate crosslinking is formed 






Figure 5.5 Schematic illustration of the adsorption of DOPC and CeO2 at (a) pH 4 and (b) pH 7.6. At 
pH 4, there is a redispersion of the system by adding more CeO2 NPs because of charge repulsion. At 
pH 7.6, CeO2 NPs are nearly charge neutral and are readily aggregated. The aggregates can further 
bridge the liposomes to form even larger aggregates. 
 
5.3.5 Nanoceria induces liposome leakage 
A key question regarding the NP/membrane interaction is membrane integrity, which can be 
probed by a leakage assay. In this work, 100 mM calcein was encapsulated in each DOPC liposome, 
and most of the free calcein molecules outside of the liposome were removed. With such a high calcein 
concentration, its fluorescence is self-quenched. If the lipid membrane is disrupted, calcein is released 
into the whole solution, yielding fluorescence enhancement. After mixing the calcein-loaded liposomes 
with nanoceria, we observed an immediate fluorescence quenching, suggesting that nanoceria adsorbed 
the free calcein molecules outside of the liposome (note that some free calcein still exists in our system). 
Adding Triton X-100 to fully rupture the membrane, however, still failed to induce the fluorescence 
enhancement and further quenching was observed (Figure 5.6a), which is also attributable to the calcein 
adsorption by nanoceria. To confirm this, we added nanoceria to a free calcein solution, and indeed, we 
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observed efficient fluorescence quenching (Figure 5.6b). Therefore, direct monitoring of fluorescence 
cannot be used here. 
 
Figure 5.6 (a) Calcein-loaded DOPC leakage test by adding CeO2 NPs. Triton X-100 was added to 
fully disrupt the liposomes. The quenching of fluorescence is due to the calcein adsorption by CeO2. 
(b) Phosphate displacement of free calcein adsorbed on CeO2 NPs. (c) Schematic illustration of calcein 
fluorescence recovery by adding phosphate. (d) Leakage tests of the calcein-loaded DOPC liposomes 
by adding CeO2 at 5 min. At 25 min, phosphate was added, and at 30 min, Triton X-100 was added. 
 
From our above studies, we know that nanoceria has a strong affinity to phosphate. We reason 
that phosphate might displace calcein from the nanoceria surface, as schematically shown in Figure 
5.6c. To confirm this, we added phosphate to the above control sample and indeed observed a 
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fluorescence increase (Figure 5.6b). With this in mind, we next added various concentrations of 
nanoceria to the calcein-loaded DOPC liposomes at 5 min (Figure 5.6d). All of the samples showed 
fluorescence quenching to the background level. At 25 min, we added phosphate and observed a strong 
fluorescence enhancement. With more CeO2 added, higher fluorescence was observed after the 
phosphate addition, and the recovered level was higher than the original level (e.g., fluorescence before 
5 min). This indicates that the liposome leaked upon addition of CeO2 and the leaking process is CeO2 
concentration-dependent. Further addition of Triton-X100 fully ruptured the liposomes and released all 
of the encapsulated calcein. 
5.3.6 Cryo-TEM characterization 
This is the first time we observed DOPC liposome leakage when mixed with a nonsilica and a 
noncationic oxide.49 At pH 7.6, CeO2 is near charge neutral (slightly negatively charged), and thus the 
leakage is unlikely due to membrane damage by cationic nanomaterials.49,65 From the surface chemistry 
standpoint, CeO2 is more similar to TiO2 in terms of containing a hard Lewis acid metal favoring a 
strong phosphate interaction, which is demonstrated in this work. Therefore, we want to understand 
whether this is due to fully ruptured liposomes or local membrane damages. For this purpose, TEM was 
used. Using the normal TEM, we observed that the distribution of CeO2 (Figure 5.7a) is quite different 
from that in the absence and presence of liposomes (inset of Figure 5.1a). Although we can see the 
CeO2 NPs distributed around a liposome-shaped contour, we cannot resolve the liposomes. Using cryo-
TEM, we indeed observed CeO2 adsorption, and the liposome structure was still largely maintained, 





Figure 5.7 TEM image (a) and cryo-TEM (b) of the DOPC liposomes mixed with the CeO2 NPs (scale 
bars = 100 nm). 
 
As such, the leakage must be due to the local interaction between CeO2 and the liposomes. As 
a further control, we tested the calcein-loaded DPPC liposomes, and CeO2 NPs failed to leak them 
(Figure 5.8a). DPPC and DOPC have the same headgroup chemistry, and the only difference is that 
DPPC is in the gel phase at room temperature with a Tc of 41 °C. On the other hand, DOPC has a Tc of 
-17 °C and is fluid at room temperature. Therefore, the leakage of DOPC liposomes is likely to relate 
to the Tc. 
 
Figure 5.8 (a) Calcein leakage tests of the DPPC liposomes with CeO2 added at 5 min, phosphate added 
at 25 min, and Triton X-100 added at 30 min. The buffer was 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.6). The final 
fluorescence after adding phosphate was lower than the initial fluorescence regardless of the CeO2 
concentration, suggesting that no leakage occurred. (b) DSC traces of the DPPC liposomes as a function 
of the CeO2 concentration. The ratio refers to the mass concentration of DPPC and CeO2. 
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One possibility is that the adsorption is very strong, and it can increase the Tc of the lipid at the 
spot of adsorption.32 We observed such a phenomenon with AuNPs.116,117 In that case, we attributed it 
to the strong van der Waals force between gold and liposomes. Here, the CeO2 NPs were brought very 
close to the liposome surface by the lipid phosphate interaction. If this hypothesis is true, CeO2 NPs 
should increase the Tc of the liposomes. Therefore, we used DSC to measure the DPPC liposomes 
(Figure 5.8b). Free DPPC has a Tc of 41 °C as expected. After adding a 1:1 mass ratio of CeO2 NPs, its 
Tc shifted to 42.5 °C. Further increase in the CeO2 concentration by 5-fold increased the Tc to 43.2 °C 
with a significant peak broadening. We reason that at the spot of adsorption, the DOPC lipids underwent 
a fluid-to-gel phase transition, and calcein can leak during this transition period. Once adsorbed, the 
liposomes become stable again.32,116,117,173 The DPPC liposome is already in the gel phase, and thus 
adding nanoceria would not induce the phase transition, and thus no leakage took place. 
Although this is a model study performed in a reduced physical system, it still has interesting 
biological implications. For example, nanoceria alone cannot enter the membrane, and it has to be 
internalized by cells through active transportation, likely via endocytosis.206,212 In acidic endosomes and 
lysosomes, the surface charge of nanoceria changes from neutral to positive, and this is likely to have 
an influence on its membrane interactions. Nanoceria can strongly bind to the phosphate group in lipids, 
and this is likely to be true for all phospholipids. Such an interaction can even change Tc and induce a 
transient membrane leakage. 
5.4 Summary 
In summary, the interaction between PC liposomes and CeO2 NPs was systematically studied 
using a suite of techniques. We are interested in nanoceria because of its antioxidation activity widely 
tested in many cellular and animal studies in recent years. Two types of liposomes, DOPC and DPPC, 
were included in this study. They have the same headgroup chemistry but different Tc values. The 
fluorescence quenching experiments indicated that the CeO2 NPs are adsorbed by DOPC at both pH 4 
and 7.6. The interaction between the phosphate in the lipid headgroup and CeO2 is mainly responsible 
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for the adsorption. At pH 4, the CeO2 NPs are positively charged, whereas at pH 7.6, they are nearly 
charge neutral. Such electrostatic factors showed a strong influence on the observed adsorption 
isotherms. When CeO2 NPs are positively charged, the complexes can be restabilized with a relatively 
higher amount of CeO2 NPs. CeO2 could induce the leakage of DOPC. This is the first time we observed 
that the DOPC liposome is leaked by a noncationic metal oxide, and the leakage is attributed to the 
CeO2 adsorption-induced local fluid-to-gel phase transition. This work provides a fundamental 
understanding of the interaction between lipid bilayers and CeO2 NPs at the molecular level, which 




Chapter 6 Leakage and Rupture of Lipid Membranes by Charged 
Nanoparticles 
The results presented in this chapter have been published as part of: 
Yibo Liu and Juewen Liu, Leakage and Rupture of Lipid Membranes by Charged Polymers and 
Nanoparticles, Langmuir, 2020, 36, 810-818. 
6.1 Introduction 
After studying the adsorption of CeO2 NPs with liposomes in the last chapter, we further studied 
the effects of charge of NPs on liposome membrane integrity. Understanding membrane leakage and 
disruption by nanomaterials is fundamentally and practically important.76,224,225 Compromised 
membrane integrity is often associated with cytotoxicity, whereas controlled leakage is useful for 
sensing, signal amplification, and controlled release.111,226-229 Many leakage studies were performed 
using cell membranes,230-235 but the complexity of cell surfaces and the need to keep cells viable make 
it difficult to gain fundamental understanding. In this regard, reduced physical systems based on model 
membranes are appealing. 
Membrane leakage can be induced by amphiphilic molecules that either make pores or dissolve 
lipids.236 Their mechanism of action is easy to understand and thus not discussed here. Another type of 
membrane disruptors are polymers and nanomaterials.231,237-245 A comprehensive study was performed 
over a decade ago using PC bilayers supported on freshly cleaved mica. A wide range of cationic 
peptides, polymers, dendrimers, and inorganic NPs were studied; all disrupted the supported 
membrane.65,237-241 Some recent works were carried out using dye-loaded liposomes, also demonstrating 
cationic NPs inducing more rapid leakage.243,244 A thermodynamic model was proposed to explain the 
interaction between charged NPs and membranes; although it did not specify the type of charge on NPs, 
both cationic and anionic NPs could interact with lipid membranes.242 Thus it is unclear why cationic 
materials appeared more effective in leaking membranes.  
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At the same time, cationic NPs were also reported to stabilize lipid membranes and prevent 
leakage.173,246 For example, latex beads induced local gelation of fluid PC membranes and thus 
decreased leakage.32 We found that when the interaction is too strong, such as using citrate-capped 
AuNPs, a transient leakage was observed.116,117 The interaction strength can be modulated by capping 
AuNPs to separate the gold core from the liposome surface.118 Small cationic NPs were reported to 
stabilize liposomes (even more effective than anionic NPs),247 which is in direct conflict with the notion 
of their membrane disruptive effect. 
Electrostatic interactions were believed to govern the leakage process,243,244 although the 
membranes studied were often made of zwitterionic PC lipids with an overall neutral charge. In 
principle, they should have a similar interaction with cationic and anionic nanomaterials because 
electrostatic interactions should be nearly zero. Then, why cationic nanomaterials appeared to be more 
membrane disruptive? Is there a fundamental difference between cationic and anionic materials for 
interacting with zwitterionic liposomes? We herein performed a systematic study on this topic. Instead 
of using different materials to test the effect of charge, we tuned the charge by varying pH. It appears 
that charge alone is unimportant, and the key is the interaction strength. For supported bilayers, the 
surface for supporting the bilayers could cause artifacts associated with data interpretation. 
6.2 Materials and Methods 
6.2.1 Chemicals 
All phospholipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). Disodium calcein, 
Triton X-100, ZnO NPs (catalog number: 721077), TiO2 (20 nm, catalog number: 718467, 500 nm, 
CAS No.: 13463-67-7), Fe3O4 (catalog number: 637106), and HEPES were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. EDTA and sodium chloride were purchased from Mandel Scientific (Guelph, ON, Canada). 
Milli-Q water was used to prepare all buffers, solutions, and suspensions. 
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6.2.2 ξ-potential and DLS measurements 
The surface charge and hydrodynamic size of the liposomes and metal oxides were measured 
at a concentration of 100 µg mL-1 at different pH (10 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl). The data were 
collected on a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS90 with a He-Ne laser (633 nm) at 90° collecting optics. 
6.2.3 ZnO surface modification 
Surface-capped ZnO NPs were prepared by incubation ZnO (2 mg mL-1) with polyethylenimine 
(PEI), polyethylene glycol (PEG), imidazole, and phosphate (10 mM for imidazole and phosphate, and 
10 mg mL-1 for PEI and PEG) overnight. The resulting NPs were washed with Milli-Q water to remove 
unbound ligands. The surface-capped ZnO was redispersed in Milli-Q water with a concentration of 
1 mg mL-1. 
6.2.4 Adsorption of metal oxides with Rh-labeled liposomes 
To study liposome adsorption, 200 µL metal oxide NPs (200 µg mL-1) with different pH (10 
mM HEPES without and with 100 mM NaCl) were mixed with 1 µL Rh-labeled liposome (5 mg mL-1). 
After incubating for 30 min, the mixtures were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm to precipitate the 
liposome/metal oxide complexes. The adsorption efficiency of the liposomes was calculated from the 
decrease of fluorescence intensity in the supernatant. Before the fluorescence measurement, the pH was 
adjusted to 7.6 by diluting 50 µL of the supernatant in 550 µL of 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.6). The 
fluorescence spectra were collected on a Varian Eclipse fluorometer with excitation at 560 nm and 
emission at 592 nm. 
6.2.5 Liposome leakage tests 
To monitor liposome leakage with metal oxides at pH 7.6, 3 µL of calcein-loaded liposomes 
were added to 600 µL of the buffer. At 2 min, metal oxide (10 µL, 2 mg mL-1) solution was added. The 
fluorescence was monitored for another 18 min. At 20 min, 10 µL of 5% Triton X-100 was added to 
fully rupture the liposomes. To study the leakage caused by metal oxides at different pH, 2 µL of 
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calcein-loaded liposomes were added to 100 µL of 10 mM HEPES (or with 100 mM NaCl) of different 
pH. To this solution, 2.5 µL of 2 mg mL-1 metal oxide suspension with corresponding pH was added 
and incubated for 30 min. The fluorescence of the solutions containing the liposomes alone at each pH 
was used as the background, whereas the fluorescence of the liposomes treated with Triton X-100 at 
each pH was set for full leakage. As calcein fluorescence is pH sensitive (fully quenched at pH 4 and 
weakened at pH 11.5), the pH of the samples was adjusted to pH 7.6 before fluorescence measurement 
by diluting 50 µL of the resulting solution with 550 µL of 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.6). No background 
leakage was observed when incubated in buffers of different pH. The percentage of leakage was 
calculated by FReleased/FTotal × 100%. Calcein was excited at 485 nm, and the emission was monitored at 
525 nm. 
6.2.6 Cryo-TEM 
Large TiO2 NPs (500 nm) were used for cryo-TEM, and they were treated with 0.1 M NaOH 
before use. The liposome/metal oxide complexes were prepared by incubating the liposomes 
(200 µg mL-1 for most samples; 100 µg mL-1 for DOPC/ZnO with EDTA) and metal oxides 
(200 µg mL-1) at different pH overnight. The free liposomes were removed by centrifugation, and the 
pellets were redispersed in the buffer. Cryo-TEM experiments were carried out by spotting 
liposome/metal oxide suspension on a carbon-coated copper TEM grid (treated with plasma to ensure 
that the surface was hydrophilic) in a humidity-controlled chamber. The grid was blotted with two filter 
papers to remove extra samples and quickly plunged into liquid ethane. The sample was then loaded to 
a liquid N2-cooled cold stage. The samples were imaged with a 200 kV field emission TEM (FEI Tecnai 
G2 F20) at -178 °C. 
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6.3 Results and Discussion 
6.3.1 Liposomes, nanomaterials, and the leakage assay 
To systematically understand the interactions between liposomes and charged materials, we 
studied two types of lipids: DOPC and DOPS (Figure 6.1a), three types of metal oxide NPs, ZnO, TiO2, 
and Fe3O4. Under physiological conditions, the zwitterionic DOPC is nearly charge neutral and not 
expected to have strong electrostatic interactions with nanomaterials. A careful ξ-potential 
measurement, however, showed a small negative charge below pH 9, and the negative charge increased 
slightly at pH 11.5 (Figure 6.1b). DOPS is a negatively-charged lipid, and its amine and carboxyl groups 
can chelate metal ions.40,41,186 By using DOPS, we can study the effect of electrostatic attraction and 
metal coordination. In addition, we also include DPPC. It has the same headgroup as DOPC, but its 
saturated tails afford a higher Tc of 41 °C (Tc of DOPC is -17 °C). Thus, DPPC exists in the gel phase 
at room temperature, whereas DOPC and DOPS are in the fluid phase. All liposomes have a 






Figure 6.1 (a) Structures of the lipids used in this work. (b) ξ-potential and (c) hydrodynamic size of 
DOPC and DOPS liposomes at different pH (10 mM HEPES 100 mM NaCl). (d) Hydrodynamic size 
of DPPC at pH 7.6. 
 
In previous studies, the effect of charge was studied by using different types of nanomaterials. 
However, aside from charge, different materials could be different in other aspects, such as the strength 
of van der Waals interactions. Therefore, we studied the effect of charge here by tuning the pH, which 
can minimize the difference brought by materials composition. For this purpose, we chose a few metal 
oxides, ZnO, TiO2, and Fe3O4, as their surface charge can be readily tuned by pH. We intentionally 
used bare metal oxide NPs without strong surface ligands, so that their native surface properties can be 
directly probed. For some control experiments, ZnO with pre-adsorbed ligands was also used. All metal 
oxides were well dispersed in solution after a gentle sonication. 
In the previous work, three techniques were used for studying membrane disruption. One was 
based on microscopy such as AFM, TEM, and confocal fluorescence microscopy looking at SLBs.65,248 
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The pores on membranes would have to be relatively large to be observed. Another assay relied on the 
leakage of enzymes or dyes.240 Cell-based enzyme leakage assays could suffer from the toxicity of 
nanomaterials, leading to a loss of cell viability and leakage, which may cause false positive results. 
Finally, some advanced spectroscopic methods were reported, such as electron paramagnetic resonance, 
oriented circular dichroism, X-ray diffraction, and solid-state NMR. These techniques require special 
sample conditions (frozen, dried, or very concentrated liposomes), making the conclusions less relevant 
to typical solution phase conditions. 
To overcome these problems, we used a dye leakage assay by encapsulating 100 mM calcein 
dye in liposomes resulting in self-quenched fluorescence. If the membrane was disrupted, calcein would 
release to the whole solution, inducing fluorescence enhancement. The addition of Triton X-100 would 
fully rupture the liposomes and release all of the calcein, allowing the calculation of the percentage of 
leakage.249 For most experiments, we were more concerned on whether leakage occurred or not instead 
of how much leakage. It needs to be noted though that leakage only reflects membrane perturbation, 
and it is not necessarily an indication of formation of permanent pores. To test such processes, cryo-
TEM was also used in this study. 
6.3.2 Modulating metal oxide charge by pH 
We studied the leakage of the DOPC liposomes in the presence of metal oxide NPs. Before this 
experiment, we individually tested the free metal ions in these oxides, and none caused leakage. We 
did not test titanium ions, since TiO2 is stable and unlikely release any ions into solution. Therefore, 
any observed leakage must be due to the NPs instead of the dissolved metal ions. ZnO is positively 
charged at pH 7.6, whereas Fe3O4 and TiO2 are negatively charged (Figure 6.2a). Only ZnO leaked the 
DOPC (Figure 6.2b), which seemed to agree with the notion that cationic NPs can leak liposomes. We 
then varied the pH (4, 9, and 11.5) to tune the surface charge of the metal oxides. TiO2 and Fe3O4 were 
positively charged at pH 4, but negatively charged at pH 9 and pH 11.5 (Figure 6.2a). For ZnO, it was 
positively charge at pH 9 but became negative at pH 11.5. We could not test ZnO at pH 4 because of 
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its dissolution.149 We failed to see leakage with the negatively-charged metal oxides (Figure 6.3a), and 
only positively-charged ZnO (pH 9) and TiO2 (pH 4) leaked DOPC. However, the positively-charged 
Fe3O4 (pH 4) did not leak the liposomes (Figure 6.3a). Sometimes, a negative leakage value was 
obtained because some metal oxides quenched the background fluorescence. The integrity of DOPC 
with the presence of Fe3O4 at pH 4 was confirmed using cryo-TEM (Figure 6.4). Therefore, cationic 
NPs do not guarantee leakage, and other factors also need to be considered. 
 
Figure 6.2 (a) ξ-potential of the metal oxides at different pH (10 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl). (b) 




Figure 6.3 Leakage of the DOPC liposomes by metal oxides at different pH (a) without and (c) with 
100 mM NaCl. Adsorption of the DOPC liposomes by various metal oxides at different pH (b) without 
and (d) with 100 mM NaCl. 
 
 
Figure 6.4 Cryo-TEM micrographs of DOPC liposomes mixed with Fe3O4 at pH 4. 
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6.3.3 Adsorption and leakage 
In a previous study, we established that the adsorption of metal oxide NPs by PC liposomes 
was weaker at higher pH.111 As adsorption is the first step of interaction, it is easy to understand that 
without adsorption, no leakage occurs. To quantitatively analyze adsorption, we incorporated 1 wt % 
Rh-PE lipids in our DOPC liposomes and incubated them with each metal oxide. After centrifugation 
to precipitate the adsorbed liposomes, we measured the fluorescence of the free liposomes to calculate 
the percentage of adsorption (Figure 6.3b). At pH 4, both TiO2 and Fe3O4 adsorbed on the DOPC 
liposomes, but only TiO2 leaked it (Figure 6.3a). Above pH 9, the adsorption of TiO2 and Fe3O4 was 
inhibited (Figure 6.3b), which can explain the lack of leakage of their samples (Figure 6.3a). At pH 9, 
ZnO was positively charged, and it adsorbed and leaked DOPC. ZnO became negatively charged at pH 
11.5, where it failed to adsorb DOPC and no leakage occurred. Taken together, adsorption of positively-
charged oxides does not guarantee leakage, but without adsorption, no leakage can take place. 
6.3.4 Tuning interaction strength by varying ionic strength 
To study if electrostatic interactions are important, we tuned the ionic strength at pH 7.6 by 
adding NaCl. First, we confirmed that the addition of NaCl alone did not leak the DOPC liposomes 
(Figure 6.5a). ZnO leaked the DOPC liposomes without NaCl, whereas 100 mM NaCl inhibited the 
leakage (Figure 6.6). Thus, electrostatic interactions can influence the leakage of the DOPC liposomes. 
Although DOPC is zwitterionic, it is slightly negative charged at pH 7.6 (Figure 6.1b). Such 
electrostatic attraction might bring ZnO further closer to the lipid membrane causing the leakage. It was 
reported that the insertion of the G5 polyamidoamine dendrimer into lipid bilayers was inhibited by a 
high salt concentration because of the weakening of electrostatic attraction.250 As salt had a large effect 
on the leakage, we also studied leakage and adsorption of the DOPC liposomes under different pH in 
the presence of 100 mM NaCl (Figure 6.3c and d). In this case, TiO2 and Fe3O4 adsorbed the DOPC 
liposomes at pH 9 (Figure 6.3d, they did not adsorb DOPC without NaCl at pH 9, Figure 6.3b). However, 




Figure 6.5 Leakage test of the calcein-loaded (a) DOPC and (b) DOPS liposomes with different NaCl 
concentrations at pH 7.6 (10 mM HEPES). No leakage was observed up to 500 mM NaCl. NaCl was 
added at 2 min.  
 
 
Figure 6.6 Leakage of the calcein-loaded DOPC liposomes with ZnO at pH 7.6 without (black) and 




6.3.5 Leakage of negatively-charged DOPS liposomes 
The above studies all used zwitterionic DOPC liposomes, and charge attraction appeared to be 
important. To further test the effect of charge, we then studied calcein-loaded DOPS liposomes. At pH 
7.6, only ZnO leaked DOPS, whereas TiO2 and Fe3O4 did not (Figure 6.7a). As the latter two were 
negatively charged, the charge repulsion might inhibit adsorption. To promote adsorption, we included 
100 mM NaCl and indeed leakage was observed for TiO2 (Figure 6.7a, pink trace). We then studied the 
leakage of DOPS with the presence of 100 mM NaCl at various pH values (Figure 6.7c). Note that the 
addition of NaCl did not leak the DOPS liposomes (Figure 6.5b). Positively-charged ZnO (pH 9) 
adsorbed DOPS and leaked it (Figure 6.7 c and d), whereas when it turned to negative (pH 11.5), the 
adsorption reduced and no leakage occurred. 
Interestingly, for TiO2, it adsorbed and leaked the DOPS liposomes regardless of pH. Even at 
pH 11.5, both DOPS and TiO2 were strongly negatively charged, leakage was still observed (Figure 
6.7c). This could be attributed to the coordination interaction between the PS headgroup and TiO2. It 
was reported that DOPS could form SLBs on TiO2,42 which would fully disrupt DOPS liposomes, and 
thus, it was not surprising to see its leakage. To confirm our hypothesis, we carried out a cryo-TEM 
study of the DOPS/TiO2 system prepared at pH 11.5 (Figure 6.7b). The TiO2 surface was clearly 
wrapped with a conformal lipid bilayer, indicating that the supported DOPS bilayer was formed even 
at such a high pH. The Fe3O4 NPs failed to induce leakage at any pH, even at pH 4 (Figure 6.7c). At 
pH 4, these positively-charged oxides should adsorb strongly with the negatively-charged liposomes. 





Figure 6.7 Leakage of calcein-loaded DOPS liposomes by various metal oxides NPs at pH 7.6 (10 mM 
HEPES). Pink trace with 100 mM NaCl. (b) Cryo-TEM micrograph of DOPS liposomes mixed with 
TiO2 at pH 11.5. The red arrows point at the SLBs. (c) Leakage of the calcein-loaded and (d) adsorption 
of the Rh-labeled DOPS liposomes by the metal oxides at the different pH (10 mM HEPES, 100 mM 
NaCl).  
 
6.3.6 Leakage by ZnO is transient and desorption also caused leakage 
Because adsorption was required for leakage, the next question is whether the adsorbed particle 
can continue to leak, or leakage was transient and occurred only during adsorption. As we can easily 
dissolve ZnO by adding a metal chelator, such as EDTA, we then studied the dissolution of adsorbed 
ZnO. We showed in our previous work that the addition of EDTA to the free liposomes (without 
adsorbed ZnO) caused no leakage.186 
ZnO leaked the DOPC liposomes as expected (Figure 6.8a, 2-12 min), but the rate of leakage 
was slow after the first 2 min. We then added EDTA to this sample (Figure 6.8a, 12-20 min), and 
interestingly, we also observed a rapid leakage. This indicates that leakage caused by adsorption of 
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ZnO was transient. This was also confirmed using cryo-TEM because after mixing the DOPC liposomes 
with ZnO, intact liposomes were still observed (Figure 6.8b). As some dyes remained at this stage, the 
leakage was caused by perturbation of local membranes instead of rupture of the whole liposome. After 
dissolving ZnO by EDTA, intact liposomes were observed under TEM (Figure 6.8c), confirming that 
the dissolution-induced leakage was not related to full membrane disruption either. Similar dissolution-
induced leakage was also observed previously with negatively-charged AuNPs,116 and the fundamental 
mechanism was similar in these materials. Adsorption of ZnO can cause local gelation of the lipids 
underneath it,32 and this fluid-to-gel phase transition can cause a transient leakage. Once fully stably 
adsorbed, the gel phase already formed and the leakage stopped. When removing ZnO, the phase 
reversed back to fluid, also causing a transient leakage. 
 
Figure 6.8 (a) Leakage of the calcein-loaded DOPC liposomes by removing adsorbed ZnO using EDTA. 
Cryo-TEM micrographs of (b) DOPC liposomes mixed with ZnO at pH 7.6, and (c) the DOPC 
liposomes after adding EDTA to the DOPC/ZnO mixture. The yellow arrows point at intact liposomes. 
(d) Leakage study of the calcein-loaded DPPC liposomes with ZnO NPs. (e) Fluorescence spectra of 
supernatant of Rh-DPPC and Rh-DPPC with ZnO. (f) Leakage of the DOPC liposomes with ligand 
capped ZnO NPs. 
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To further confirm this hypothesis, we used the gel-phase DPPC liposomes (Tc of 41 °C). No 
leakage of the DPPC liposomes was observed by ZnO (Figure 6.8d), although they effectively adsorbed 
the ZnO NPs (Figure 6.8e). This can be explained by the fact that when the liposome was already in 
the gel phase, further adsorption of ZnO did not change its phase, and it is also consistent with the 
model of local gelation.116 This further indicates that liposome leakage is not necessarily correlated with 
the presence of cationic nanomaterials. 
6.3.7 Capping the ZnO NPs 
To probe the effect of surface chemistry, we capped the ZnO NPs with various molecules, 
including phosphate, PEI, PEG, and imidazole (Figure 6.8f). This was to increase the distance between 
ZnO and the liposome surface. When capped by imidazole or PEI, the leakage was reduced compared 
to the bare ZnO. When ZnO was coated with phosphate, no leakage occurred. Likely phosphate capping 
inhibited adsorption of the DOPC liposome. PEG is a weak ligand, and the adsorption of PEG had little 
effect on the interaction between DOPC and ZnO.251 We also observed significant leakage in the 
presence of PEG-capped ZnO. This difference in leakage is a reflection of the surface ligand capping. 
Thus, one needs to be careful when talking about leakage by a certain material. Surface ligands have a 
very large influence on its leakage property. In addition, we have seen many examples of fine tuning 
the surface chemistry of NPs with the same charge, but they showed different behaviors of leakage. 
The best example is probably capping AuNPs with various ligands.116 Another interesting example is 
SiO2 NPs, which are negatively charged but have favorable interactions with PC liposomes. They can 
be internalized by liposomes and also form SLBs,104,168,169,216 which have to break the liposomes. 
Therefore, charge alone cannot govern the interaction. 
6.3.8 A unified understanding 
Taken together, we summarize the factors that affect membrane leakage and integrity to unify 
the observations in the current work and in the literature. Based on the data obtained in this work, we 
conclude the following. (1) Electrostatic interactions indeed can affect the integrity of PC membranes. 
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Electrostatic attraction could bring NPs close to the PC membranes (Figure 6.9a left), inducing local 
gelation.116 Consequently, a transient liposome leakage may occur. In contrast, with electrostatic 
interactions screened by NaCl, no leakage occurred (Figure 6.9a right). This is best exemplified in the 
ZnO/DOPC case (Figure 6.6). However, electrostatic interactions may not be the major force 
responsible for the leakage. For example, cationic Fe3O4 NPs could not leak the liposomes (Figures 
6.3a and c, and Figure 6.7c). (2) As pH can change surface charge, it also affects the interaction between 
NPs and membrane (Figure 6.9b). For example, ZnO adsorbed and leaked the DOPC liposomes at pH 
9, but at pH 11.5, the adsorption was inhibited (Figure 6.3b), thus no leakage occurred (Figure 6.3a). 
(3) The interaction strength can also be tuned by its surface ligand (Figure 6.9c). When ZnO was capped 
with different molecules, the extent of leakage was also different (Figure 6.8f). (4) If dissolution of the 
NPs can also induce leakage, then likely the leakage was caused by a local phase transition (Figure 6.9d, 
left).32 In another case, the adsorption of NPs would not alter the phase of the lipids if the lipid bilayer 
exist in the gel phase already (Figure 6.8d), and no leakage would occur (Figure 6.9d, right). 
The points above have been verified in our current work. By evaluating the previous literature, 
we further discussed the following. (5) Different NPs interact with membranes differently. Lipid 
membranes in the fluid phase could leak due to NPs (if interaction strength is sufficiently strong) 
(Figure 6.10 left),116 whereas if the NP binding is not strong enough to cause the phase transition, and 
the membrane is still in fluid phase after binding, the membranes are likely stabilized (Figure 6.10 
right).173,247 (6) The important forces that induce liposome leakage could be chemical interactions 
(TiO2/DOPS),42 electrostatic interactions (ZnO/DOPC), and van der Waals forces (AuNP/DOPC).116 In 
certain cases, adsorption is favorable to an extent to have the next step of fusion, and the best examples 
are SiO2/DOPC (Figures 6.10b) and TiO2/DOPS (Figures 6.7b and 6.10b). (7) Finally, we discussed 
dispersed liposomes versus SLBs. Large-scale surfaces are unlikely to be fully and perfectly covered 
by lipid bilayers and various defects are expected. Most such supports are negatively charged (e.g., 
silica and mica), and cationic materials can enlarge such defects by interacting directly with the surfaces 
and they appeared to damage the supported membranes. The dye leakage assay can avoid this potential 
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artifact (Figure 6.10c), and it provides information for transient leakage, for which permanent hole 
formation is not necessary. 
 
Figure 6.9 Schemes to summarize the factors found out in our current work that affect the membrane 
integrity in the presence of NPs. (a) Electrostatic attraction can be screened by NaCl, which can 
modulate the interaction strength and affect membrane leakage. (b) Tuning pH can alter the NP and 
membrane interaction. When pH is increased, the surface charge of the NPs can be altered, and 
consequently, the adsorption can be inhibited. (c) Capping NPs with ligands can separate the particle 
core from the membrane surface, which often leads to decreased interaction strength, and the surface 
ligands are closely related to the leakage property. (d) Scheme on the left: strong adsorption can cause 
local gelation of the fluid membrane and thus lead to a transient leakage during the phase transition. 
Removal of the adsorbed particles in this case can also cause leakage due to phase transition back to 
the fluid state. Scheme on the right: if the lipid is in the gel phase, adsorption of NPs will not change 





Figure 6.10 Schemes to summarize the factors that affect the membrane integrity in the presence of 
NPs discussed based on the previous literature. (a) Different particles interact with the membrane 
differently. NPs could interact with the membrane causing local membrane gelation that leaks the 
membrane. If the interaction force is not strong enough, no local gelation occurs, in which case, the 
membrane is stabilized. (b) In some cases, adsorption can cause further membrane fusion forming lipid 
bilayer supported on NPs to fully leak the content. (c) Comparison of SLBs and liposomes. Because of 
the negatively-charged support, cationic NPs may drive pore formation or enlarge existing pores, and 
such artifacts are avoided with dispersed liposomes. 
 
6.4 Summary 
In summary, we started with a simple question why cationic materials appeared to be more 
effective in perturbing lipid membranes. We systematically studied the effect of NP charge and leakage 
in solution by changing pH, thus avoiding potential interference from other factors such as the use of 
different materials. At the same time, the ionic strength, materials, surface ligand, and lipid composition 
were studied. The following main conclusions have been made. (1) The leakage induced by inorganic 
nanomaterials was dependent on their surface properties. We used a dye leakage assay in the solution 
phase, and the previously observed damages in SLBs are likely due to the underlying substrate. (2) We 
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studied both DOPC and DPPC liposomes; they have the same headgroup but different Tc. No leakage 
was observed with DPPC. Therefore, besides the headgroup, the tail has a significant effect on 
membrane leakage. (3) The ionic strength was studied by varying the concentration of NaCl. It shows 
that the electrostatic interactions have some effect on the leakage. As indicated in our data, DOPC 
leakage was induced by ZnO without NaCl. Since DOPC carried a slight negative charge, cationic ZnO 
can be attracted to its surface. In contrast, when electrostatic interaction was screened by NaCl, leakage 
was suppressed. (4) Finally, because DOPS contains strong coordination lipids, even with 
negatively-charged materials such as TiO2 at high pH, leakage can be induced. We conclude that charge 
alone is not the governing factor. Regardless of charge, the particle needs to strongly interact with the 
liposomes to induce leakage.  
Leakage means membrane perturbation, but it does not mean full membrane disruption. 
Nanomaterials can interact with liposomes in various ways. In general, when a stable adsorption 
complex is formed, the NPs can in general stabilize liposomes and prevent leakage. Leakage can take 
place during the initial adsorption process. Depending on the size and interaction strength and other 
factors, we may see further disruption of the membrane to form SLBs, but this process does not always 
happen and the interaction can stay at the stage of simple adsorption.   
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1 Conclusions and Original Contributions 
In this Thesis, the interactions between liposomes and metal ions and metal oxide NPs have 
been studied with an emphasis on the lipid headgroup chemistry. In each system, the interaction 
mechanisms and the effects on liposome aggregation and membrane integrity were systematically 
studied, interaction forces were carefully identified, and a general interaction model was proposed. 
Overall, the thesis provides a fundamental understanding of interactions of lipid membranes with metal 
ions/oxides at a molecular level, which may promote the development of new research topics and 
applications.  
In Chapter 2, the interactions of Zn2+ with DOPC and DOCP liposomes were systematically 
studied. The terminal phosphate in DOCP showed a stronger affinity for Zn2+. While the binding of 
Zn2+ caused irreversible liposomes aggregation, fusion, and leakage of DOCP liposomes, these effects 
were minimal for DOPC liposomes. The thermodynamic parameters of Zn2+ binding to DOCP 
liposomes showed an overall endothermic reaction. This work highlights the lipid phosphate group in 
metal binding, expanding the chemistry of metal binding from amine (i.e., PE lipids), serine (e.g., PS 
lipids), and carboxyl groups.  
In Chapter 3, we studied the interaction between Cu2+ and four types of liposomes. 
Fluorescence quenching experiments showed that the binding of Cu2+ with DOPS and DOCP were 
stronger than with DOPC and DOPG. However, all showed a positive-stain feature under normal TEM. 
In addition, Cu2+ could induce fusion and membrane leakage of DOPC, DOPS and DOPG at an 
appropriate concentration. Finally, the tight binding between Cu2+ and liposomes inhibited the catalytic 
properties of Cu2+. Our model has shown that each lipid has a distinct mechanism of interaction with 
Cu2+, which depends on the lipid headgroup chemistry. 
In Chapter 4, we studied the binding of Gd3+ with DOPS and DOCP liposomes. In comparison 
to the binding of Cu2+ with these liposomes (Chapter 3), TEM showed that adsorption of Gd3+ on these 
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liposomes caused no significant membrane fusion. Unique surface potential reversal was observed after 
Gd3+ binding but was not seen during binding of Zn2+ and Ca2+. Interestingly, Gd3+ induced leakage of 
the DOCP liposomes but not DOPS liposomes. Taking this advantage, AMP was added to form a 
Gd3+/AMP shell on DOPS liposomes, and the content inside the liposomes was retained. The shell 
increased the stability of DOPS liposomes against membrane damageable ZnO NPs but not small 
surfactant molecules. This work not only demonstrates a simple method to form a shell on liposomes 
but also reveals detailed mechanisms for binding of lanthanide metal ions on lipid membranes. 
In Chapter 5, we studied the interactions between PC liposomes and CeO2 NPs. The 
fluorescence quenching experiments indicated that CeO2 NPs were adsorbed by DOPC at both pH 4 
and pH 7.6. At pH 4, the Ce2O NPs were positively charged, and the complexes could be stabilized 
with a relatively higher amount of CeO2 NPs. In contrast, DOPC aggregated at pH 7.6 at all the 
concentrations tested. The interaction between phosphate in the lipid headgroup and CeO2 was the main 
force responsible for the adsorption. CeO2 could induce the transient leakage of DOPC liposomes. This 
is the first time that we observed that DOPC liposomes were leaked by a noncationic metal oxide, and 
the leakage was attributed to the CeO2 adsorption-induced local fluid-to-gel phase transition. This work 
provides a fundamental understanding of the interactions between lipid bilayers and CeO2 NPs at the 
molecular level, which may offer insight into CeO2 interaction with cell membranes.  
In Chapter 6, we started with a simple question: why do cationic NPs appear to be more 
effective in perturbing lipid membranes? To answer this question, we studied the effects of NP charge 
on liposome leakage using the same materials by changing the solution pH. This strategy avoided 
interference from other factors like using different materials. By systematically varying the parameters, 
including the ionic strength, materials, surface ligand and lipid composition, we concluded that the 
leakage induced by inorganic NPs was strongly dependent on their surface properties. Charge alone is 




7.2 Future Work 
The results presented in this thesis have demonstrated the importance of lipid headgroup 
chemistry, particularly when metal ions and metal oxide NPs are involved. Simple electrostatic 
interactions cannot explain all the experimental observations, and more specific chemical interactions 
must be considered. In turn, such interactions can be rationally harnessed to achieve metal ion 
adsorption, staining, the growth of metal coordination shells, and the control of liposome leakage. The 
following ideas can be further explored in the future.  
First, lipid headgroup chemistry can be further broadened by rational design of headgroup 
structures. From the previous studies, phosphate groups were responsible for the interactions of a 
variety of biomolecules, such as DNA and lipids, with metal-containing materials.47,111,150,252 
Phosphorothioate-modified DNA, in which one non-bridging oxygen is substituted with sulfur, showed 
different interactions towards metals compared to unmodified DNA because of the different metal 
preference of oxygen and sulfur.253 Inspired by this, phosphorothioate-modified lipids can be designed 
via chemical synthesis, and their interactions with metal-containing materials worth to investigate. With 
such lipids, the binding with thiophilic metals can be studied,254 which may provide new fundamental 
understanding and insights into biomedical applications and material science. 
Second, the structure of water molecules near the liposome surface during binding of metal 
ions/metal oxides may be studied. All membrane constituents are surrounded by water molecules, and 
many lipid headgroups, such as the PC headgroup, are highly hydrated.29,30 Without this water to 
provide hydration, lipids are not able to self-assemble into bilayer membranes. Hydration and 
dehydration strongly affect the membrane properties, and metal ions/metal oxides can induce the 
rearrangement of water structures upon approaching.81,82,84 For example, when liposomes are adsorbed 
directly via their headgroups on a metal oxide surface, the liposomes need to be sufficiently 
dehydrated.83 As a result, the structures of water molecules during these interactions would be 
interesting to study in the future. To probe the interfacial water structure, advanced spectroscopy such 
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as vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy (VSFS) could be used. In addition, ITC may also be a 
promising tool to monitor changes in the thermodynamic parameters involved in hydration/dehydration 
processes. Dehydration is often accompanied release of a large number of water molecules, which may 
lead to a substantial increase in entropy.81 
Third, on the lipid membrane, the configuration of lipid molecules interacting with  metal 
ions/metal oxide NPs can be studied, including the tilt angle of the lipid headgroup, the configuration 
of the lipid tails, and the lateral organization of the lipid molecules after interacting. My work and some 
previous studies by others showed that the adsorption of NPs could induce a local lipid phase transition 
and such a change would likely reflect on the packing of lipid tails.32,116,150,255 Such information might 
potentially be difficult to obtain experimentally, and using polarity sensitive dyes such as Laurdan only 
provides indirect evidence.32 Higher-resolution techniques, such as nuclear magnetic resonance 
spectroscopy (NMR) and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), might instead be used. In addition, 
molecular dynamics simulation can also be a powerful approach. 
Fourth, the properties of liposome/metal-containing material complexes can be explored. For 
instance, nanoceria has a number of enzyme-like catalytic activities and is called a nanozyme.256 Their 
catalytic properties after immobilization on a liposome can be studied (Chapter 5). The lipid membrane 
might be usable to recruit substrates to adsorb nanozymes and it may also act as an inhibitor. The 
fluidity of the lipid membrane may also be useful for immobilizing multiple nanozymes with different 
activities for cascade enzyme-like reactions. Another interesting application is the magnetic properties 
of DOPS@Gd/AMP (Chapter 4), since Gd3+ is well-known for its magnetic properties. Thus, the 
potential applications of DOPS@Gd/AMP in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is worth exploring. 
Finally, to further broaden the understanding of interactions at the membrane surfaces, 
interactions with novel metal-containing nanomaterials can be explored, such as metal-organic 
frameworks (MOF), upconversion NPs, and 2D transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs). They have 
been widely demonstrated for biological applications,257-259 but understanding of their interactions with 
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